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nil-Labor Amendments Killed In House Bills
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Dressmaker Brigade In Protest

Other Objectional Features
Eliminated By Committee
en. Copeland Stands Pat On All Labor Baiting Clauses In Senate Bills; Delay Favors
Maritime Union Members

I

The following letter from Ralph Emerson, legislative
representative of maritime unions at Washington, gives the
---. test reports in reference to the amendments to bills af1
ecting the Merchant Marine Act.
It will be noted that considerable progress has been
made through the efforts of maritime unions representaives and witnesses familiar to the requirements of the
- merican seamen.
-----
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BRIEF FILED
FOR RETRIAL
IN FRAMEUP

Trial briefs in the appeal for a
new trial for Earl King, Ernest G.
Ramsay and Frank J. Conner, railroaded to San Quentin last year,
were filed this week by their atFollowing the letter other detailsee
torneys, Herbert Resner and John
e discussed so that Maritime
Ehlan, with the District Court of
Federation members will continue
Appeals.
- bombard Washington ' with de
Arguments on the appeal will be
mends that every essential right
heard in late April or May, and a
ill be fully protected when the
decision rendered within ninety
oposed amendments are finally
days.
Passed by Congress.
The three members of the Marine
Washington, March 14.
HATBORO, Pa. (FP) — The 5Firemen's union were arrested just
Mr. J. W. Engstrom,
.
week sitdown strike at the Roberts
,aritime Federation of the Pacific. & Mandel Stove Co. here ended in before the 1936-37 strike in an effort to discredit the strikers and
Dear Brother:
a victory for the Steel Workers
their
Enclosed are copies of the Bills Organizing Committee. An agree- demoralize them by removing
Memters of the Inte Ladies' Garment Workers' Union dressmakers' joint board recently are shown pa
. R. 9710, S. Res. 231, and S. J. ment recognized the S. W. 0. C. leaders.
rading through the New York City garment district to protest against non-union dress jobbers and trucking
Accused of conspiracy to murder
(Federated Pictures.)
e s. 272.
concerns.
as sole bargaining agent for the
George W. Alberts, Chief Engineer
- The following is a brief analysis company's 800 employes.
of the Point Lobos, March 22, 1936,
• Of these three Bills:
The agreement gives the workS. Res. 231—This is the resolu- ers an 8-hiur day, 40-hour week, their trial was marked by hysterical
tion in the form in which it passed time and a half for overtime and charges use of discredited profes,.e Senate which calls for the set- double time for Sundays and holi- sional stool-pigeons, third degree
thee up of a special Senate corn- days. Dr. George W. Taylor of the 'methods, perjured • testimony and
:ittee to investigate conditions in University of Pennsylvania was hostile judges.
"If it were a murder trial, the
Lae American Merchant Marine.
designated to consider wage adjustmen would never have been ar- nee the passage of this resoluments after May 31, as provided in
By J. W. ENGSTROM
rested, let alone convicted," Hertee Senator Copeland has been the agreement.
bert Resner, attorney for Conner,
Maritime Federation)
(Pres.
named as the chairMan of this speThe company agreed to drop
By JOHN SCHOMAKER
1 committee. To date there have charges against the S. W. 0. C. said today. "They were arrested
To the Members of the Maritime Federation.
(ILWU, 1-10)
and convicted only because they
been no signs of any action by this
members arrested during the atBrothers:
Dear
thousand longshoreFour
can
All
that
leaders.
were labor
rumittee.
tack on the sitdown strikers, and
In line with the suggestion offered in last week's edition men and other harbor workbe done legally has been done.
PROGRESS SHOWN
the union will withdraw charges
It is now up to labor and friends of the VOICE, relative to the vote, I think it would be in ers have been locked out for
le S. j. Res. 272—This is an at- of unfair labor practices filed with
and the
labor to free the men through
of
proper order for an explanation on same so that there will more than a week with
tempt by West Coast interests to the Natl. Labor Relations Board.
the
Angeles,
Los
of
Port
enough publicity and pressure." be no misunderstanding as to my meaning or to the thought
- 'evail upon Congress to force
exception of oil cargoes, has been
Defense
King-Ramsay-Conner
The
eirough legislative action the conWASHINGON (FP) — Thurman
I had in mind when I suggested it.
shut down. Employers have ceased
heeding the warning
nuation of the operation of the Arnold, liberal Yale law school pro- Committee,
operations and, so far, have refused
the
have
always
In making this explanation, I must
- nama pacific ships in the inter- lessor and author of "The Folk and realizing the necessity for
open up unless the longshoreto
each
of
autonomy
local
effective action, has re- thought in mind of the question of
coastal trade for at least another lore of Capitalism," was approved quick and
men will take over the work of
organized and revived the com- organization.
,. ar.
by the Senate judiciary committee
carloaders in addition to their regand is askH. R. 9710—This is the final here for the post of assistant at- mittee and its activities,
ballot will be issued ular duties.
a
where
questions
the
recall
You
ing all unions to send representa(Continued on Page 3)
torney general.
you prefer to be Carloading at Los Angeles is
tives to attend Committee meetings with the following questions on it: Would
and assist in the work.
affiliated with the CIO, AFL or independent? and a fur- properly the work of the Marine
local and was
The next committee meeting will ther question: "If you are in the minority group, are you Warehousemen's
to them by Judge Sloss in
awarded
be held Saturday, March 26, 10:00
willing to abide and go along with the policy of the ma- an arbitration decision of 1935. For
a. m., at 24 California St., Room
jority?" That is the question which I feel needs an ex- longshoremen to take over this
207.
work would throw these men out
planation.
their jobs, wreck their local, and
of
such
ballot
a
out
putting
And further, I do not mean by
a general speed-up that
institute
as was put out by the Sailors and the Firemen, worded would shave down payrolls.

,.

Sitdown of 800
Wins 5-Week
Hatboro Strike

L$tudy of Policy

L. A. LOCKOUT
FINDS ILWU
STANDS FIRM

lans Perfected For K.C. Test
f Police Ban On Pickets At
ord Plant By Union Strikers Union Takes Action
To Halt False Charge

•
---

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (FP).—Testimony on beatings of
ord workers featured a resumption of labor board heargs on charges against the Flivver king.

Pres. Baron De Louis of Auto00Workers Local 249 also told or a p
. • ating received on a Dallas ‘eisit.
eace
He said that Joe Bush, local plant
Perintendent, had urged him to
visit the Dallas plant because the
fit competed with the local plant
aild should be organized. He charg'e that Bush knew of the beating
WASHINGTON (FP)—Members
el Dallas a few minutes after it
of the House progressive block
haPPened.
were successful in obtaining hearWhile the hearing entered its
ings
on the pending bills to amend
_fifth week, the union made plans
o test police orders banning the neutrality act in accordance
Picketing at Ford entrances. with a policy of collective security.
,harles C. Webber of the MethoHearings will be started before
dist Federation for Social Serve and a member of the Ameri- the House foreign affairs commitcan Civil Liberties Union, visited tee on March 29, it was learned,
- itY Manager McElroy, in corn- and the question of collective seeany with union officials, to pro- curity or isolation will be argued
test the ban, but received no sat- by supporters of either theory.
faction. The union then decided
Begun at tile insistence of the
to picket in defiance of the po- progressive members of the House
e order to permit a court test. the hearings have the unofficial
Other testimony was to the effect blessing of Secretary of State Cort all Ford strikebreakers were dell Hull, it was understood, who
asked to contribute $1 last Christ- regards them as a means of pub:s to buy Christmas presents for licly discussing American foreign
tie, city police and 5c to pay for policy.
-85 broken out of automobiles
Chief of the pending measures is
nsporting them to work. Another the amendment to the existing neuwitness told of seeing "at least" trality law sponsored by Rep. Jerry
blackjacks in the plant, as well O'Connell (D., Mont.). O'Connell's
as guns and "knocks," and stated amendment i'votild define the agt the company union sought con- gressor and provide for penalties
tributions of 25c to $10 from every on the aggressor.
- rker, to raise a fund to "fight the
aoor board."
Boycott Japanese Goods.

Hearing
Set For House
Group Mar. 29

as follows:
In an unusual action, the Intl.
"Are you in favor of remaining independent and
Ladies Garment Workers Union has
retaining your affiliation with the Maritime Federa.
asked for an injunction against the
tion?"
Natl. Dollar Stores,. now picketed
Because that is not a democratic or fair ballot. You
by Chinese members of the union,
restrain the Chinese-owned could only vote one way on that question and that is "yes,"
to
stores from displaying placards due to the fact that the last portion states "and retain your
calling the strike a jurisdictional
affiliation to the Maritime Federation." We all know that
dispute. "We have no quarrel with
you want to retain your affiliation to the Maritime Federathe clerks, members of an A.F. of
put on the ballot in such a way
L. union," the strikers state. "The tion, so why should that be
on going "independent." That
"yes"
clerks are refusing to pass our as to force you to vote
on the other two quespicket line."
expression
true
does not allow you a
tions.
MAJORITY WOULD RULE
Hotel Employes Win
in the
S.F. Arbitration Pay The ballot will be voted upon by organizationsquestion
the
and
ballot
organization
Federation as an
The strike in San Francisco means, if it carries, that the minority in that organization
against the Glenburn and Astor
(regardless of how thtey should vote or who they would
hotels because of non-compliance
will go along with the majority
with the strike arbitration award rather be affiliated with)
affiliation up
ended after a week by complete and cease to continue to bring the question of
capitulation of the owner. He has in the meetings, which would stop all of this discord within
paid the retroactive wages due em- the organizations.
ployes, and has agreed to operate
Further it means that if a majority of the organizations
on .an 8-hour instead of a 12-hour
vote for one particular affiliation,
day, to employ three instead of two within the Federation
will cease
desk clerks, and to keep within then the organizations that vote in the minority
outpolicy
the
with
along
rooms
go
of
chamberfor
the quota
to bring up the question and
maids. These are two of the small, lined by the majority.
cheap hotels which have been comThis does not mean that the minority will have to change
plaining that they are not fnianin line with the majority, because that
cially able to pay the scale of their affiliation
would be taking away their local autonomy, but only that
larger hostelries.
discussion on the question of affiliation for organizations
NEW YORK (EP)—Under the within the Federation should cease.
sponsorship of a score of leading
There is another question which I would like to bring
musicians, a Musicians Committee
this time. That is the question of jurisdictional disto Aid Spanish Democracy has been up at
disputes which do not and
set up at 381 Fourth Ave., New putes within the Federation and
4)
Page
(Continued on
York City.

Fine unity is being displayed by
all crafts in the situation.. Picketing and patrol work is participated
in by teamsters, warehousemen and
longshoremen. So far no attempt
is being made to bring in scabs.
EMPLOYES BREAK
Evidently employers ranks are
not so solid. Already the Blue Star
Line has broken away from the
others and resumed operations, employing longshoremen to load 15,000 boxes of oranges aboard the
motorship Edda. The steamer CelHo of the Los Angeles and San
Francisco Navigation Co. tried to
ignore the lockout and tontinue as
usual, but shippers refused to give
them any cargo.
The lockout started at 7 a. in. on
Monday, March 14.
Information that shipowners
(Continued on Page 7)

At Stockton
District Council No. 2 adjourned last night to meet in Stockton, March 29. A mass meeting
will be held there under the direction of District Council No. 2
at the recommendation of the
Stockton delegate. All delegates
are urged to attend and all organizations are urged and recommended to have an official
spokesman at the mass meeting.
All delegates going contact District Council No. 2 at DOuglas
0464.

Row

GRAVE DANCER
E xpiained
SEEN IN TORY
By Schmidt LEADERS PLAN

By HENRY SCHMIDT
Pres. ILWU 1-10
The lumber situation in the
Northwest presents about as confusing a picture as it is possible
to visualize. Down here in California we have become accustomed to
picking up the newspapers and
reading dispatches from various
places in Oregon and Washington
announcing that this mill or that
mill has gone A.F. of L.
The facts of the matter are
these: The A.F. of L. contacts the
employer in the lumber industry
and urges him to announce that the
mill will reopen if the employers
vote to go A.F. of L. The A.F. of L.
then installs an A.F. of L. charter
with four or five men signing for
the charter.
We found along the Columbia
River, instances where these same
men who signed the A.F. of L. charter application were still paying
dues Into the C.I.O. union, the International Woodworkers of America, and had even signed loyalty
pledge cards to the C.I.O. since asking for an A.F. of L. charter.
In other words, these workers
are being subjected to terrific economic pressure to desert the union
of their own choosing and return
to the A.F. of L. The Wagner Labor Relations Law distinctly forbids
this. A worker is protected in his
choice of a collective bargaining
agency.
GOONS ACTIVE
But Portland, for instance, has
been the scene of a campaign of intimidation unequaled in the history
of the American labor movement.
A Railway Express Agency truck
was rolled into the Willamette
River by A.F. of L. goons, who were
sentenced to a year in the county
jail for this act. Countless cases
of sluggings and beatings were told
to us, and those responsible for
these acts are now either in jail
serving time, or are awaiting disposition of their cases in the courts.
Confessions have been obtained
of the burning of several sawmills.
Automobiles were sprayed with
(Continued on Page 5)

Civil War Within Ranks Held
Menace to All Union Workers In Survey Made By
Costigan
By HAROLD COY
SEATTLE. — Unity within
the labor movement must be
achieved within the next few
months, or organized labor
on the Pacific Coast runs a
grave danger of being shackled
with compulsory incorporation and
other repressive measures, according to Howard G. Costigan, executive secretary of the Washington
ComMonwealth Federation.
"Labor must prove to the public
that it can halt its civil war. Then
It will be in a position to educate
public opinion on the real purpose
behind compulsory incorporation
and show that it has the Public's
interest at heart in fighting such
measures," Costigan told Federated
Press.
The leader of the progressive
political bloc, which in the last
couple of years has placed several winners on the Democratic
ticket, was commenting on the
recent Seattle elections, the
wave of union arrests in Oregon,
vigilante
the
resurgence of
groups in California and the
drive for incorporation along the
whole west coast.
Contrasting labor's political victories in New York and the Pittsburgh area wee its failure to make
the grade in Detroit, Akron and
Seattle, Costigan said that unity
and harmony in union ranks are
the best barometer og success in
the electoral field.
The minimum vote for labor-progressive candidates in the recent
Seattle balloting was 42,000. as
against about 62,000 for their opponents, he said, Thus a shift of
10,000 votes would have changed
Costigan estimates
the results.
that labor's civil war cost more
than 10,000 votes.
Two progressive candidates for
(Continued on Page 3)

13 Million, Stranded In U. S.
By Economic Plan Failure,
Must Be Helped, Says Lewis
WASHINGTON (FP) —A three billion dollar relief appropriation for the coming fiscal year was urged by John
L. Lewis, chairman of the CIO, in a letter to Rep. Edw. Taylor (D., Colo.), chairman of the House appropriations committee.

The appropriation, Lewis saidee
would provide jobs for a minimum
of 3,500,000 unemployed workers.
Lewis advocated an appropriation based on the principles of (1)
all workers being employed on
work suited to their skill and
WASHINGTON (FP)—President
needs, (2) socially necessary and
his voice to the
productive projects, (3) jobs to be Roosevelt added
those opposing
of
chorus
growing
and
jobs,
need
given to those who
railroad wages as a means
(4) provisions for the meeting of cuts in
who
sisyainsgtthirg theirrapilorcoka
current needs wherever and when- of
are
oo
pocketbooks
that
ever they arise,
deflated.
beagain
"Unemployment has
Asked at his press conference
come the most insistent problem
in our national life," Lewis what he thought about the proposwrote. "The existence of at least ed wage cuts he declared that he
13,000,000 men and women able had not thought about it. Pressed
and willing to work, stranded In on the matter as to whether he
our economy without employ- thought such cuts advisable at this
ment, is a profound threat to our time he said that, offhand, he would
say they are not.
stability as a nation,
Railroads announced they were
cigthat
convinced
is
CIO
"The
orous measures must be taken by considering wage cuts after the InCommission
government to keep these unem- terstate Commerce
estiployed from being cast out of our granted freight rate increases
addi$270,000,000
been
has
It
yield
to
mated
economy.
productive
Railroad
one of the primary purposes of the tional revenue annually.
will
they
declared
have
in
unions
employment
promote
CIO to
fight to the last ditch any attempt
private industry,
"But when private industry can- to cut railroad workers' wages.

Railroad Wage
Slash Opposed
By President

not take care of American workers,
then the federal government must
assume the responsibility which it
has announced it would accept, to
provide jobs for unemployed who
are able to work."

DETROIT (FP)—A labor board
trial examiner has ordered Berkey
& Gay Furniture Co., Grand Rapids,
to abolish its company union and
reinstate a union member.

TARge Two'

San Francisco
International Association of
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No. 68
Every Wednesday, 8 P. M.
Convention Hall, Labor Temple,
16th and Capp Sts.
Executive Committee, 2nd and
4th Mondays of each month; 8
Room 208 Labor Temple.
Frank De Mattel, President.
Harry Hook, E. F. Dillon, Business Agents.
T. W. Howard, Financial Secretary.
Wm. B. Peterson, Recording Secretary.

Id.;

Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Watertendera' & Wipers' Assn.
V. J. Malone, Secretary — Thursdays at 7 p.m., 58 Commercial St.,
Tel. DOuglas 5650, San Francisco.
Dispatcher, DOuglas 7593.
Bert Coleman, Agent—Thurs. at
6. Tel. Main 6331, Seattle.
Gus Oldenburg, Agent—Thursday at 7 p. m., 111 W. Burnside
St., TeL Beacon 4336, Portland, Ore.
B. J. O'Sullivan, Agent—Thursdays at 7 p. m., 206% West Sixth St.
Tel. San Pedro 2838, San Pedro
William M. Simons, Agent—
Thursdays at 7 p.m., Honolulu.
R. Johannsen, Agent-315% Heron St., Aberdeen, Wash.
Bay & River Bargemen
& Powerboatmen
Local 1-22, I.L.W.U.
Meetings—let and 3rd Sundays
10 a.m., 84 Embarcadero. Chas. Delaney, President and Business Manager, GArfield 1904. W. Erickson,
Despatcher, GArfield 1904.
Women's Auxiliary No. 1 of the
Maritime Federation.
Regular Meetings-2nd and 4th
Thursdays, 2 p.m., at Druids Temple,
44 Page St., ATwater 1993.
Mrs. M. Eastman, President.
Mrs. R. Jones, Secretary.
G. Mathias, Treasurer.
Marine Cooks & Stewards'
Association of the Pacific
Phone EX. 7440
Thursday at 6:30 P. M., at 86 Corn
mercial Street.
E. F. Burke, Secretary-Treas.
Urer.
J. O'Conner, Agent, 449 Harbo
Blvd., San Pedro.
Seattle branch, 84 Seneca St., Seattle. Phone ELiot 2562.
Frenchy Fougerouse, Agent, 220
S. W. Pine Street, Portland, Ore.
Rudolph Eskovitz, Agent, Thurs
day, 6:30 P. M., 819 Ksahumanu St
Phone 3077, Honolulu, T. H.
Sailors' Union of the Pacific
(Headquarters, S. F.)
Office Phone EXbrook 2228
EXhrook 2229
Dispatcher
Mondays, 1 P. M. at 69 Clay S
(Same date & ttme for branches;
Harry Lundeberg Secretary
Treasurer, 59 Clay St., S. F.
P. B. Gill, Agent, 86 Seneca St..
Seattle.
E. T. Coester, Agent, 111 West
Burnside, Portland.
H. Christoffersen, Agent, 206
W. 6th St., San Pedro.
H. Prevost,, Agent, Pier 15, Honolulu, T. H.
R. Larssen, Agent, 308% East
Heron St., Aberdeen, Wash.
Tom Hardy, Agent, 262 Columbia
Ave., Vancouver, B. C.
Frank Berry, Agent, 265 W. 23rd
St.,. New York, N. Y.
International Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-10, San Francisco
Every Monday night at Eagles
Hall, 273 Golden Gale Ave.
Henry Schmidt, President.
Germain Bulcke, Vice-President.
A. L. McCurdy, Secretary.
George Arms, Seciy-Treas.
John Schomaker, Business Agent.
John Larsen, Business Agent.
National Organization, Master,
Mates & Pilots, Local 90, S. F.
Every Wednesday afternoon, 1
P. M. 9 Main St.
Capt. C. F. May, President.
Capt. 0, E. Rolstad, Secretary'
Treasurer.
Representatives
Capt. W. S. Brown, 906 Terminer
Sales Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
Capt. Ludwig Oetting, 303 Henry
Bldg., Portland, Oregon.
Capt. Soren Wissing, Room 214, !
617 South Palos Verdes Se, San
Pedro, Calif.
Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-6, I. L. W. U.
77 Clay Street
Warren Denton, President
SAN FRANCISCO—
Meeting-2nd and 4th Wednesdays of each month at Scottish
Rite Auditourium.
OAKLAND—
Meeting-1st and 3rd Thursday
of every month.
PROCKETT—
Meeting-1st and 3rd Tuesday
t every month.

I

OAKLAND
Maritime Fed. Women's Auxiliary,
No. 2, East Bay
Regular meetings each month at
porter Hall, 1918 Grove Street. The
let Monday at 2 p.m. and 3rd Monday at 8 p.m,
Mrs. P. J. Aquilina, President.
Mrs. Geo. Rogers, Vice-President.
Mrs. P. H. Ellings, Secretary.
Mrs. E. C. Wallace, Treasurer.

FRIENDS OF HEARST?,

CONDEMNS BALLOT

To Brother Members of the MFP:
Two weeks ago the Hearst Examiner came out with headlines
trumpeting that the sea unions had
formed a Seafaring Federation that
split the powerful Maritime Federation wide open and their first act
was to dump the longshoremen into
the deep lieu.
That story was a lie—but It
was a lie only because the headquarters MFOW and the MC&S
had voted down the plan overwhelmingly, instead of approving
of it as Hearst had been assured.
Otherwise every word in that
newspaper article would have been
true. It is no fault of the sponsors
of that plan, Malone and Lundeberg, that Hearst laughed too soon.
Defeated, Malone tried again by
issuing a ballot that headquarters
had turned down in one form or
another almost every meeting. He
claimed that this amalgamation and
three-way ballot was in popular demand by the rank and file for
their benefit.
METHODS PECULIAR
Does it not seem odd that such
a popular plan must be sneaked
over on that same rank and file
as Malone boasts he did while they
were asleep?
They were wide enough awake
last meeting to declare it unconstitutional, forbid its issuance at
headquarters and condemn Malone for his methods; and they
will continue to stay awake looking for other sneaks now they
know what to expect.
This ballot can be judged like
any offered merchandise. First by
inspecting its worth, second by
watching who approves of it. As to
the ballot itself, the three-way features are simply there to confuse
voters into thinking they can only
retain their Maritime Federation
membership if they vote independent—which means they don't vote
CIO and for unity with their East
Coast brothers.
As for the amalgamation item,
the MC&S have refused to have
anything to do with it, so that becomes only a scheme like the old
one of tricking suckers into a flyby-night get-rich-quick company by
faking the names of rich and well
known bankers on the letterhead,
without their approval.
Everyone who saw the Hearst
headlines knows who approves of
the founding of such a Seafarer's
Federation. Hearst always speaks
for and to the employers against
unions.
When an outright enemy of
labor like Hearst pats you on the
back, It is because he thinks he
is welcoming a friend—or a useful tool—and how he has been
patting this Seafaring Federation'l
and its sponsors on the back for
weeks.
One interesting development is
the frantic haste of the group sponsoring this Seafarer's Feedera.tion
to put it across quickly. Perhaps
there is more than just coincidence
in this, and the lockouts shipowners are forcing at this time, and
the deliberations of congressmen
on legislation to repress the workers in the maritime transportation
industry.
It fits into a pattern, not a nice
pattern, but one Hearst and the
employers approve of.
RUSSELL BOOKHOUT,
MFOW, 476.

San Francisco, March 14.
Editor:
This is no plea to the membership, the men we call brothers of
the MFOW and unionists, we are
all brothers.

Cordova, Alaska
Union Meetings
Central Labor Council
Sunday, 7:00 P. M.
Transportation Workers'
Union
Monday, 8:00 P. M.
PWS Cannery Workers'
Union No. 20163
Tueaday, 8:00 P. M.
Clam Diggers Union
No. 20208
Thursday, 7:00 P. M.
Hotel, Restaurant and
!Bartenders Union No. 727
Friday, 2:00 P. M.
!Cordova I.L.A. No. 38412
Friday, 8:00 P. M.
ICR and PWS Fishermen's!
Union
Saturday, 8:00 P. M.
.119111.,1

Union
Meetings

VOICE or the FEDERATION

Meeting Places of The
PACIFIC COAST 1. L. A.
SCALERS
•
SAN PEDRO$ CALIF.
Ship Scalers and Painters
I.L.W.U., 1-56
220 Harbor Blvd.
Manuel Sonora, President
Martin A. Sandate, Secretary

Northwest
I.L.W.U., Local 1-7
Bellingham, Wash.
Meetings every Tuesday, 811
State St.
Axel Wilson, President.
J. Manahan, Sec'ty-Treasurer.
Wm. Dalton, Vice-President.
C. W. Otto, Financial Sec'y and
Dispatcher.

International Longshoremen's
Association, No. 38-89
814 No. Capital Way, Olympia.
:Washington.
Pres.. F. M. Andrews; Sec., Geo.
Iniandboatmen's Union
Dehlen; Executive Board meets 2nd
Meeting, Wednesday morning, 10
and 4th Mondays.
Regular meetings, second and a.m., Room B, Ferry Bldg. E. D.
Stilling, Division Secretary.
fpurth Tuesdays each month.

MYSTERY BALLOT
San Francisco, March 14.
Editor:
Of late there have been many
things proposed by a certain group
in the MFOW branches and headquarters. They have changed from
the idea that they wanted no affiliation at all to amalgamation with
the SUP and the MCS. Again they
changed to tile idea of the Seafarers Federation which was much the
same as the amalgamation plan
with the exception that the proincluded
the
posed federation
MM&P and the MEBA.
Now the big surprise has taken
place, While they were in the very
midst of their Seafarers Fedoration move, our honorable secretary,
Malone, has seen fit to iiend out
a ballot which includes the amen.
gamation plan. That these inclividuals are irresponsible, is the only
conclusion at which any one can
arrive,

Membership Open Forum
"The Rank and File" is an open forum. Letters do not
necessarily represent the opinion of THE VOICE OF THE FED.
ERATION. If you wish to take issue with any letters published in
these columns, it is your democratic duty to do so. All letters to
the Editor should be confined to 250 words and typewritten when
possible. They must be signed and the writer's book number In.
dicated. Reports from ships' crews must be signed by elected
ships' representatives,

THE NEED FOR UNITY

WARNS OF DANGER
San Francisco, March 20.
Editor:
In the last year or so, organized
labor has been suffering from disputes which are seemingly orige
rutting from within its ranks. That
these disputes arise is not something to be wondered at, but something to watch and analyze. Upon
a close analysis one will find they
are only growing pains but that
they will develop into a far more
serious condition if allowed to follow their own peculiar courses.

S. S. Beta at Sea,
March 6, 1938.

that you contact the leadership of
the NMU as quickly as possible
and work out an agreement that
can be submitted to the membership of both unions as soon as possible.
And now in regard to the Sealerer's Federation. This seems to me
to be a maneuver on the part of
the leadership of the SUP, to capture or assume the leadership of
all the maritime unions, even to
the detriment of the seamen themselves.
The unity conference, held in
San Francisco in January I recall,
the SUP refused to participate.
And now they desire to form a fed,eration, that apparently has the
same motives, but coming as it
doer.; at this late date is in direct
opposition to the achievements of
the conference. These tactics are
going to split the entire labor
movement, and possibly destroy it
entirely, if it is allowed to go on.
I sincerely hope that the seamen
on the West Coast, and particularly
the seamen in the SUP, will reconsider their action in forming
this federation, and immediately
take action to 'support the unity
conference, and the council that
was formed as a result of this conference.

bers, progressive, and intelligent:*
But I must repeat myself and s
our secretary is not. The secretary
t
of the Sailors' union is
string and all we have is a Charlie
McCarthy. Only voicing the d'
erous program and road of iso
tion.
Any union who does not un
with their brothers and stay united in the federation will cease
exist for through trade and labor.
movements in the past this I
come true much to the union 'liens'
sorrow.
,
This whole thing revolves
around a so called Seaferers Fe 'a
eration, which was thrown ou
by the MCS without a vote su
porting it. The Firemen thre
it out to the tune of 450 to 83.
The membership wouldn't go f
this so there was numerous
changes in this same resolutlo
to try with their might and main
to stuff this down the throats

Therefore, I voice myself in no
uncertain terms in denouncing this
Phoney ballot that is being issued
at the branches as unconstitutional
and also as a dirty underhanded
method to "Crucify the Maritime
Federation." Do you realize this?
If not I will endeavor to inform
you.
After the 1934 strike, a glori
ous victory for the masses, we
emerged, not a tattered lot of
men on their heels, but a fighting group on our toes with the
words on their lips to the capitalists and shipowners, "An Injury to One is an Injury to
All."

Now this was not accomplished
the members.
by one group within the FederaThe time now has come to voi(
tion, no one group could do such
your opinion in 110 llneertaill ter
a thing and I'll state still further,
on such dictatorship policies and
no one group will ever be able to
proram sponsored by a dictator'.
stand the brunt like we did.
I am howling to high heaven in
All this was (lone through a unitprotest.
ed effort, through democratic proI at one time respected Malone
cedure. By this I mean when the
and considered him a damn go
contracts and awards were given,
man. This should not be continu
they were presented to the memand I am appealing to you brot bership to concur or nonconcur.
ers to write Malone from yo
After that they were signed by the
ships and tell him this will not be
respective officers who called and
tolerated.—E. Wertz, No. 258.
had the committee elected from
----the floor, it was this group who
PUZZLER
COURT
after long hours and hard work
Editor,
drew up these working rules and
Federation:
conditions. In plain English: no one Voice of the
FRED ADAMS contracted typhoie
man did this. It was the memberfever on board a steam vessel, we
ship.
to a marine hospital was operat
STRANGE PROCEDURE
on for a perforated intestine, the
Now here we have something a
his run do ,
bit . unorthodox by this I mean it discharged and in
pulmonary tucontracted
condition
is not rank and file. Why? Did
sued the owner
He
berculosis.
you ever hear of a ballot being
the vessel for damages, and first,
drawn up by a committee of one?
had to prove that the typh
Did you ever hear of. e ballot
fever
was caused by inaproper waafter being drawn up not submitter and/or food and that typho'
ted to the rank and file? Did you
fever resulted in pulmonary tube.
ever hear of a ballot, though a
culosis. Upon a trial before a jur
constitutional change, not at first
the
judge held he had not made .
put on a referendum?
case out and granted a nonsuitee
That is what our secretary has
upon appeal the Appellate Co .
done. He has repeated many times
out a case and
In fact every meeting that he was held he had made
the lower court reversed the ca
elected by the vote of the rank
and then again set it for trial and
and file. But he did not mention
a satisfactory settlerne
thereupon
that the three hundred ballots that
was offered and accepted. Adam
were disqualified would have electdouble-header to prov
ed Brother R. Fitzgerald, secretary case was a
H. W. HUTTON..
pro tern. Had Brother Malone taken a stand on and notified the
MINIMUMS EFFECTIVE
membership of the disruption he
would create such as he has since
NEW YORK (FP)—The first o he has taken over the respective ficial order in the country guara
office, he would not have received teeing a weekly minimum wage
one vote.
was issued here by Industrial Co
The office of secretary is to cre- missioner Elmer F. Andrews. The
ate harmony and not disruption al- order affects 20,000 women a
though I am sorry to say the latter minors employed in 2000 laundries-.
seems to be his policy.
throughout the state. Effect!
DANGEROUS PROGRAM
March 14, the. order provides f
We have another brother, Harry minimum wages of $12.80 and $
Bridges. Thoughtful of his mem- for a 40-hour week.

Editor:
I have just finished reading a
late copy of West Coast Sailors
and I note with concern the artides on requiring SUP men to
either transfer their books or be
pulled off East Coast ships; and
the article dealing with the newly
faormed Seafarer's Federation.
The article dealing with removMalone admitted in a special
ing men from East Coast ships is,
meeting which was called on Friin my opinion, the summary of a
day, March 10, that he had almass of misinformation or deliberthe
of
aid
the
will
to
Many
come
ready sent the ballots to the
falsification,
ate
branches although not one single labor movement, some right, some
the first place it says Joe
In
wrong
are
who
those
of
but
wrong,
person, unless the few of his
stooges, knew that the ballot there are two kinds or classes, that Curran sent out this letter of inis, some, who, though they are structions for one of two reasons,
had even been considered.
Malone also admitted that he had wrong, are sincere in their belief namely:
SAN SIMEON ECHO
To protect the jobs on the East
drawn up the ballot himself, on that they are on the right track.
The reasons put forth by the artthe recommendation of the agents Of the other class or category we Coast for East Coast men.
To get even with the' west for icle in the West Coast Sailor, for
of the branches. That the rank and find those who are knowingly
doing
dethe same on the West Coast. not participating in the unity conwilful
wrong.
the
are
These
achis
know
file
nothing about
Neither statement is true. Neith- ference: that it was controlled by
tions seemed to him to be some structionists.
of communists, sounds like an echo
sort of a joke.
In the MFOW we find the grow. er did Curran send this letter
initia- from the Baron of San Simeon, and
ing pains situation very much more instruction's out on his own
SIMILAR BALLOT
tive, or at the instance of the 13th I think that any good union man
We, in the MFOW have twice pronounced than in most unions so
would think twice before he echoes
Street commissars.
of
doctors
the
have
course
of
we
balloted on the question of affiliasentiments of this person who
the
true,.
been
reports
had
your
If
tion with the CIO and both times the economic situation rushing to
or if you had not misrepresented is a blot on the fair shores of these
The
union.
stricken
a
of
aid
the
the results were overwhelmingly
the facts, you would know that United States.
in favor of that affiliation. Yet on panacaes offered are the strength.
this action was the result of an
In conclusion I would like to say
have,
now
we
which
that
of
ening
the phoney ballot Malone issues he
demand of the mem- a few words about my own peroverwhelming
has again the affiliation proposi- the Maritime Federation, and those
bership. For some time past the sonal impressions of the West
tion, but, this time it is the three who wish to cut us off from that
majority of the membership Coast in the past. I haven't been
vast
way, AFL, CIO and Independent ailing body.
of the NMU has been clamoring out there since 1931 but I used to
and
1921
1919,
of
strikes
The
proposition which has been copied
for just such an opportunity to be out there quite often before
word for word from the ballot of 1923 were all of them sadly lacking
carry out what they have been that; although I never sailed out
on
carry
to
power
thing:
one
the Sailors union which they held in
wanting to do for a liffng time. of any West Coast ports, only
bat_
to a successful conclusion the
about a month ago.
remove all west coast men calling there on intercoastal and
Namely:
the
against
started
were
On the Proposition 2. Do you lees that
from East Coast ships.
around the world ships. And my
wish to remain independent, affili- attacks of the shipowners and were
who impression was that the West
any
else
one
or
Curran
Joe
as
far
so
in
loss
atsd to the Maritime Federation? therefore a total
had any influence used it to stave Coast seamen were far better oryou have a yes or no vote, but the maritime workers were conthe inevitable climax of this ganized than the East Coast seaoff
the
of
start
the
until
Not
HOW CAN YOU VOTE? No per- cerned.
intolerable :situation as long as men were.' That as during a time
son in this union would know how 1g34 strike' was it seen that the
when there was very little organito vote if' he wanted to affiliate success of a strike depended upon possible.
NO COAST JOBS
zation of any kind among the seawith the CIO or • the AFL, as he the unity of all labor in the inI spent about three months on mese
would be confronted with the pos- dustry.
shore, which was the longest stay
And then came the great 1934
The 1934 strike is now history
sibility of voting against the Maon shore that I have had since the strike, when the seamen and longFederation, if he voted for but we must again turn to it to
beginning in November and ehoremen demonstrated to the ship.
find the lesson that has been strike,
either,
in February and every day owners that they were tired of
ending
forgotten by some individuals.
ACTION ILLEGAL
men were coming in from the West working under intolerable condiNot one single point of the bal- The lesson is that we must have
Coast saying that they had been lions; and by their united efforts,
lot is fair and above board. That some sort of a unified group in
obliged to ride the box cars back forced them to grant them their matter what their political affiliathe issuance is illegal according the industry and as the Mariin order to get a ship. Now if this demands. There was a few of us ,tions.
to our constitution cannot be de- time Federation was formed at
In Conclusion, I want to make an
only happened once or twice on this coast who would have liked
had
need. The fact that the ballot on the conclusion of the 1934 strike,
earnest
appeal to the West Coast
we would have thought that this to see the seamen on this coast
the recommendations of the Na- so now it must not only be preto prejudice, but when it follow in the footsteps of the West seamen in behalf of the East Coast
due
was
tional Unity convention is now served but strengthened into a
happens every day or so there Coast seamen. We did not fail en seamen, to consider carefully be.
National Maritime Federation.
being conducted does not enter
fore they embark upon such a
must be something to it, especially tirely, but the results of our efforts
Those who are advocating the
into the picture with these people.
if it goes on for months at a time, did not come up to expectations. course as is outlined in the West
When the officials take such ac- Seafarer's Federation, the amalgaAnd so something had to be After that we looked to the West Coast Sailor that I mentioned, lest
tion upon themselves, they are illation plan and other ideas are
I have heard some men say Coast for leadership, and it was 'they wreck the whole structure
done.
playing the game of Oscar Carl- doing the federation a great harm
that was built up at the cost of so
that this action should have been amply supplied.
son, Scharrenberg and the rest of and may well go into the country
many sacrifices.
months ago. I have heard it
taken
that crowd whose absence on this to take a look at the apple that is
The formation of the Maritime
Fraternally yours for Unity,
often, and always there
discussed
Federation of the Pacific was hailand the East Coast is a God-send. independent of the trees. This will
VIRGIL McRAE,
an insistent demand that the
was
It now looks as if the rank give them a good idea of what will
ed as a milestone in the fight for
Book No. 2853,
in
Coast
men
treated
the
be
West
and file of the membership on happen to any labor body which
the liberation of the seamen from
NMU Deck Division,
same manner.
wants to remain independent of
the slavery they had worked under
this coast must take actiln
they were treated besides
How
against these same officials who the labor movement of the counfor so many years.
being pulled off the ship, I am not
are now doing their utmost to try.
After the so-called rebirth of the NirNIFNIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIrWIII1VII
in
not
am
say,
as I
at liberty to
Let us forget the idea of formwreck the Maritime Federation.
haven
possession of the facts. Some have ISU the West Coast was a
That the federation is the result ing any other body than that which
members
militant
refuge
for
of
they
but
that
dumped,
were
said
of years of struggle and that the
we now have unless it is to expand
remost of them have merely stated who had been expelled by the
membership will realize that fact to a National Maritime Federation,
in
then
was
who
clique
actionary
ship
the
were
pulled off
that they
is the only guarantee that the which will be the means with which
undisputed
and told they could not ship out power, and held almost
federation will be saved. Let us we may be able to ward off the
seaon the West Coast, which was a sway over the affairs of the
not only save the Federation as many blows which even now are
nice way of telling them to get out men on this coast.
it is but let's do more than that. being poured upon us by the shipThen came the last strike, when
of town as soon as possible. They
Let's go FORWARD TO A NA- owner.
were not wanted. However, I ima- we all expected great things, chief
TIONAL MARITIME FEDERAFraternally,
gine that those that were dumped, of which was unity of both coasts.
TION.
, RODGER W. PUTNEY,
brought it on themselves by vole- And it looked very much like we
D. R. SMITH,
MFOW No. 526.
ing their resentment (which they were going to achieve that which
MFOW No. 159.
had a perfect eight to do) at being we had fought for many years. We
WASHINGTON—Heywood Broun pulled off the ship.
had similar conditions and with 1
APPRECIATES SUPPORT president of the American News- After all a man who goes to sea the continued growth of the NMU
paper Guild, will write a weekly does not think .of one particular we were in a position to demand
Editor:
This is to acknowledge, through column for the CIO News, pub- place as his home, he likes to sail from the shipowners a decent
your columns, receipt of $28 from lished by the Committee for Indus- wherever he pleases; which is per- standard of living and its attend- 10
the crew of the S. S. President trial Organization.
fectly right, for we still live in a ant improvements.
Pierce and also the receipt of
democratic country, and can go
The coming of the unity confer$10.75 from. the following members
about as we please, without the ence was almost like an answer to r
of the black gang of the S. S. Za- *
necessity of having a passport as a sailor's prayer, we expected great
cepa: R. H. McGinnia, $2.00; J.
they do en Europe.
things and we were very much dis- PO
M. S. ROSE'S
Hooper, $1.00; J. Renner, $1.00;
Your statement that you are pro- appointed and not a little outraged
C. Folk, $1.00; J. W. Rene, .75;
tecting jobs on the West Coast when we learned that the SUP was
J. Tomas, $1.00; H. H. Haswell,
for
West Coast men; that you are reluctant to participate, and finally th.A..46,466,46,46.46,4kAk46,4hAk
Buffet and Restaurant
$1,00; W. Craft, $1.00; M. Slobeunder contract to do so, I believe their outright refusal to particiCrockett
733-73.5 Loring Ave.
deck, $1.00 arid J. Drummond,
to be a very poor excuse, if it can pate; and even going so far as to
$1.00.
be called an excuse at all. If you advocate to the other unions an
DR. CLYDE J. BRAUER I
We thank the Members for their
did make contracts of this nature, outright boycott of the conference.
DENTAL. OFeitat.
unwavering support to
you had no business to do so, since This was too much, and at first
framed
Formerly the Dr. C. S. Ford
brothers, and we join with them
all of our efforts during the 1936- we could not believe it, especially
Dental Office
MEET ME AT
in their determination to free
37 strike and after the strike, were those of us who had been at sea
Entire 5th Floor at 702 Market
n
Con
KEARNY & GEARY STS.
Brothers King, Ramsay and Comost of the time since the strike.
-centered on unity of both coasts.
CAFE
ner.
"Good Service for the
WORKS WRONG
seemed that the castle we had
WAY
(Open Day and Night)It
Membership"
Fraternally yours,
If you remember correctly this built was about to fall down and
12 Booths—Private Dining Room'
1032 MACDONALD AVEI was one of the tactics of Carlson, we would be back where we were e Office Location Same tar Xa I ears
KING-RAMSAY-CONNER
Richmond] Grange & Co. Their sacred con- before 1934. And the only excuse
Phone RICH. 2332
DEFENSE COMMITTEE
MIRIAN DINKIN,
tracts had to be protected, but offered was that the NMU was
Secretary-Treasurer,
1 their contracts always seemed to controlled by communists. The idea
Attorney-at-Law
is preposterous.
.41 work against the seamen.
Attorney for Pacific Coast Ma
"What the individual or the famYou will find that the memberIt seems that the Firemen and
rine Firemen, Oilers, VVatertend
chmond 323
Richmond
ily in Germany and in Italy had
Cooks unions have reached an ship of the NMU, which comprises
-vs sell Wipers Association
slowly acquired in the course of
i agreement with the NMU, and the' the vast majority of the seamen
24-Hour Service By
1650 Russ Bldg. Tel. SUtter 3866 I
the 19th, century, they have almost'
on the East Coast, are supporting
also have contracts to protect,
San Francisco, Calif.
UNION DRIVERS
I
entirely lost."—Jean Mistier.
In conclusion I would suggest the leadership 100 per cent, no
.e.
.
!

Voters
WASHINGTON (FP) —
will elect 34 U. S. senators and •
governors during the corning year,•
a count here showed. IMPorta
is
state elections, insofar as labor
concerned, will take place in Pen
sylvania, New York and Minnesota.
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VOICE of the FEDERATION

ompulsory Arbitration And Other Objectional[
Features Eliminated By Committee
, (Continued from Page 1)
- sion of H. R. 8532 and this
Bill H. R. 9710 has been reported
favorably and unanimously
by the House Merchant Marine
Fisheries Committee, it will
-e noted that the House committee has completely eliminated all
-erence to mediation and arbitretion boards, and all reference
- training of seamen by the
Coast Guard or by any other

gram it has outlined to amend the
Merchant Marine Act of 1936.
It is regrettable that the Senate Commerce Committee has not
the deep understanding shown
by the House committee in its
handling of the affairs of the
American Merchant Marine. Senator Copeland's committee is still
stewing in its own juice and getting nowhere fast, and so far
has failed to produce any constructive ideas which would corYou will also note that they have respond to the ideas embodied in
e.eted the plan to increase the the Bill H. R. 9710.
aries of steamship officials in
Other suggestions:
fo e•ign shipyards. It will be furSec.
— of the Merchant Marine
11
4,
lines
noted that on page
Act
shall
be amended so as to
to 14, that our amendment has
as follows:
read
our
allow
Included and it will
"(a) The commission is hereby
union officials to represent our
'therenip at any hearings held authorized and directed to appoint
a board of ten members, five perby the Maritime Commission.
u will further note that on sons to be representatives of the
,age 5, lines 14 to 16, that our commission and five persons to be
sn officials will be able to bring representatives of the labor orplaints to the Maritime Corn- ganizations involved, which board
injesion for the membership of the shall establish, under such rules
,n. It will be further noted that and regulations as it may prescribe
one„ page 5, lines 17 and 18 that a system for the training of citiword "may" has been subst_i_ zens of the United States to serve
tuted for the word "shall," as in as licensed and unlicensed personOriginal bill this was also an nel on American merchant vessels
amendment offered by us and it and shall employ as instructors
such qualified licensed and unlibeen incorporated,
ceased personnel from the MerWORTHY OF SUPPORT
„The Bill as it now stands H. R. chant Marine as the board may
•••,, is very constructive and it deem necessary to effectuate the
Should have our fall support as it Purpose of this section.

provides for the subsidizing of
intercoastal water borne commerce
also for financial aid to be
given to inland water ways and
C ,etwise commerce. As this Bill
he result of the executive sessi
held by the House Merchant
'
ine and Fisheries Committee
on the original Bill, H. R. 8532,
” committee should be commended for its fine constructive pro-

"(b) The board is authorized
and directed to determine the numher of persons to be enrolled for
such training, to fix the rates of
pay of such persons, and to prescribe such courses and periods of
training as in its discretion is necessary to maintain a trained and
efficient merchant marine personnel; provided, however:
"(1) That in the enrollment for

.•••••

IL CHALLENGES ENEMIES OF
E OCRACY IN WORLD-WIDE
SPEECH ON AMERICA'S STAND
WASHINGTON.—America will not shrink into a shell
permit the rest of the world to go up in flames, Secretary of State Cordell Hull warned the nations of Europe and
''a in a speech delivered here.
Broadcast throughout the world, Hull's speech was trans-

]a d into a number of languages+
el repeated at various times in
the remoter sections of the world.
of the message was distributed'
by the American embassy in Lonto assure the reading of it in
the diplomatic quarters of Europe.
he momentous question," Hull
said. " whether the doctrine of
- e shall become enthroned once
(By Federated Press)
,ire and bring in its wake, inexWASHINGTON — Despite the
International anarchy and a moralistic speech of Secretary of
--'apse into barbarism or whether State Hull here in which he &dal
this and other peaceful nations, fete ed this country's concern with the
—
ly attached to the principles events in the rest of the world, the
Which underlie international order, arms embargo to Spain will not be
'I work unceasingly—singly or lifted, Hull and President Roosevelt
In cooperation with each other as said here.
(ii- umstances, and their traditional
Fernando de los Rios, Spanish
noiicies and practices and their en- ambassador to this
country, in a
Ii tened self-interest may dictate
press conference made a public apt promote and preserve law, or- peal for the
relaxing of the ernder, morality and justice as the bat-go declaring,
"We only ask that
—
akeable bases of civilized inter- Spain cease to be the only country
national relations."
to which the purchase of arms is
— - PROTECTION ASSURED
forbidden while all aggressor naAn opposite policy, he said,
tions are free to do so. Germany
mean that our security and Italy, and even Japan and
ould be menaced in proportion as China, have
this right but we alone
ote,,r nations came to believe that,
do not have it."
eer through fear or through
The President, at his press conwilingness, we did not intend to
ference, declared that he was not
— • d, protection to our legitimate
considering relaxing th embargo
national interests abroad, but, on
while Secretary Hull, with his usual
--"t" - contrary, intendee to abandon
circumlocution, declared that he
them at the first sign of danger.
was not prepared to say that the
_Under such conditions, the
government will allow Spain to
sphere of our international repurchase arms here at this time.
la nships, economic, cultural, inL.
and other, would necessarily shrink and shrivel until we
stand practically alone
among the nations, a self-constied hermit state."
KENOSHA, Wis. — (FP) — No
"We want to live," Hull conhowls of anguish are raised against
d, "In a world which is at
the checkoff of union dues by the
peace, in which the forces of mil- company when
a union is a cornam, of territorial aggression,
pany
outfit,
it
was
revealed in a
---""id of intereational Zatarchy in genlabor board hearing on the Wisconerel will become utterly odious,
sin Telephone Co.'s Independent
elting and intolerable to the
Union of Telephone Employes. The
conscience of mankind, in which the
so-called independent union is
— erine of order under law will
bucking the International Brotherbe firmly established,
hood of Electrical Workers (AFL)
WILL COOPERATE
'To that end we will continue which has a phone operator division.
tO•,ive full and sincere adherence
Perhaps the telephone trust did
' e fundamental principles which
underlie international order. We not howl about the checkoff be-- • continue to urge universal - "- cause it collected a neat commisceDtance and observance of these sion of a cent and a half on the
dollar.
—
iples.
We will continue,
wherever necessary and in every
Patronize VOICE Advertisers
eer ticable and peaceful way, to
Cooperate with other nations which
Attend your Union Meeting
PA" actueted by the same desires
are r '31111'' the same objectiv
on their respecting our rights."
"The startling events of the past
We will persevere in appropriate efforts to safeguard our weeks," Hull said, "offer a tragic
'....timate rights and interests in demonstration of how quickly the
every part of the world and we
contagious scourge of treaty-breake...1.
4 1, while scrupulously respect- ing and armed violence spreads
ri51 the rights of others, insist from one region to another."

such training, preference shall be
given to those persons who have
been employed in the Merchant
Marine as seamen and who do not
meet the standards required by the
present laws or who desire further
training;
"(2) The rates of pay for the
persons enrolled for training and
for the practical instructors shall
be at least equal to the prevailing
wages for similar class of work in
the Merchant Marine and for theoretical instructors, the rates of
pay may be on a contract or fee
basis.
"(c) The board, with the consent
of any executive department, independent establishment, or other
agency of the government including any field service thereof, may
avail itself of the use of information, service, facilities, officers and
employes thereof in carrying out
the provisions of this section; provided, however, that in connection
with the training seryice the board
shall establish training ships on
the Atlantic, Pacific and the Gulf
coasts and in the Great Lakes and
such training ships shall be provided with all the facilities necessary to effectuate the purpose of
this section.
PROVIDE EXPENSES
"(d) There is hereby authorized
to be appropriated such sums as
may be necessary for expenditure
by the board in carrying out the
provisions of this section, including the compensation for the members of the board which shall be
fixed by the Maritime Commission.
The following changes are suggested to permit employes to secure their legal rights in bargaining negotiations.
HI. Title X, proposed by both
the CpReland and Bland bills; they
should be eliminated. In lieu -thereof the Merchant Marine Act of
1936 should be amended by adding
a new title to be known as Title
X and to read as follows:
"Sec. 1001. Questions concerning
the representation of employees of
a maritime employer, including the
Maritime Commission in regard to
the ships owned by such commission, shall be considered and de-

termined by the National Labor Relations Board in accordance with
the provisions of the National Labor Relations Act for the designation or selection of representatives
for the purpose of collective bargaining.
The National Labor Relations
Board shall certify to the parties
and to the maritime employer in
writing the name or names of
the individuals or organizations
which have been so designated
or selected. Upon receipt of such
certification the maritime employer shall treat the representatives so certified as the representatives of such employes.
Nothing herein shall in any manner affect or be construed to limit
the provisions of the National Labor Relations Act governing the
prevention, under the provisions
of the National Labor Relations
Act, of the unfair labor practices
set forth in Sec. 8 thereof.
PROTECT POWERS
Nothing herein shalt be construed to repeal or amend any provision of the National Labor Relations Act or to restrict the powers
and duties conferred upon the National Labor Relations Board by
said Act.
"Sec. 1002. Any shipowner filled
an application for or receiving a
construction or operating subsidy
under the provisions of this Act,
which is certified to the Maritime
Commission by the National Labor
Relations Board as not complying
with the provisions of the National
Labor Relations Act shall not be
entitled to receive or continue to
receive or to make any subsequent
application for any construction or
operating subsidy until it has been
certified to the Maritime Commission by the National Labor Relations Board as complying with the
provisions of the National Labor
Relations Act
"Sec. 1003. If any provisions of
this title or application thereof to
any person or circumstances is
held invalid, the remainder of the
title and the application of such
provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected
thereby."

LABOR LEADERS OF OREGON
FRAME LAFOLLETTE PLEA
TO BATTLE LABOR BAITERS

Embargo On
Arms Stirs
PORTLAND, Ore. (FP)—A pledge that he would apSpain's Aide peal
to the LaFollette civil liberties committee to investigate violation of labor's civil rights in Oregon was received

— •tild

Phone Co.Profits By
Scab Union Checkoff

(By Federated Press)

here from Sen. Charles L. McNary (R., Ore.) by the AFL
Building Service Employes Union.
Inquiry by the senatorial committee, it is declared here, would
reveal a history of blacklisting and
police and employer intimidation,
culminating in the present wholesale wave of arrests throughout the
state.
The roundup of union leaders is
conducted as a crusade against
"goonsterism and labor terrorism,"
while Gov. Charles H. Martin's
campaign for renomination as an
anti-New Deal Democrat picks up
momentum. There have been more
than 100 arrests and 50 grand jury
indictments.
Officially the drive is only
against goons and racketeers, but
it has already passed that point.
Leaders and rank and file men,
both AFL and CIO, against whom
there is no suspicion of lawbreaking in the minds of impartial observers, have been dragged
into police headquarters to be
shoved around, beaten and told to
leave town.
"We've cleaned up on the AFL.
Now we're going after the CIO."
Portland cops told Harold C.
Spring, international organizer for
the United Cannery, Agricultural,
Packing & Allied Workers, as they
gave him a going-over and threatened his life if he stayed in Oregon.
ANTI-UNION DRIVE
Herb Edwards, district organizer
for the AFL building service employers, was another victim. Am rested without a warrant, he quotes
Chief of Detectives Jack Keegan
as declaring: "All unions are rackets. No unions are going to run
this town."
Fifty CIO strikers at the Plywood mills in nearby St. Johns
were pulled in by the police dragnet a few weeks ago. No one could
think up a charge. Then somebody
heard that someone had thrown
rocks at scabs; so the 50 stand
charged with that.
The big names in the arrests so
far are A. Rosser, Oregon lieutenant in Dave Beck's teamster organization, who is held for $100,000
bond on arson charges at the farm
community of Dallas, and Edwin L.
Garner, a former Masters, Mates &
Pilots Union official, who has

em-al minor figures have gone to
jail for short terms for minor oflenses, Many under indictment are
connected with the powerful west
coast teamster organization headed
by Dave Beck.
ENEMY OF LABOR,
But while alleged goon practices
in the teamster setup provided a
convenient springboard for the antilabor drive, the real purpose behind
the drive, it becomes increasingly
clear, is not to eliminate abuses in
the labor movement but 'the labor
movement itself.
When CIO leaders appealed to
Gov. Martin for protection several
months ago against some of those
now under arrest, he ignored them.
Now that it suits his political puts
poses, he discovers goons at every
street corner. He also discovers
"foreign agitators" like Harry
Bridges and Harold Pritchett of
the CIO.
Neither the AFL nor the CIO is
jubilant over the turn of events, for
the retired army general with the
wooden head, the iron pants and
the anti-labor billingsgate who sits
in the governor's chair and does the
bidding of 11 Arlington Club shipPing and lumber families loves labor under no banner.

Shipowners Remedy
Lies In 3
WASHINGTON — (FP) —When
collective bargaining is recognized
by the shipowners there will be no
need for compulsory mediation
measures such as are contained in
the proposed amendments to the
1936 maritime act, Lee Pressman,
general counsel for the CIO, wrote
Senator Thomas (D., Utah), chairman of the Senate labor committee.
Collective bargaining contracts always provide for the peaceful settlement of disputes, Pressman
pointed out.

NEW YORK (FP)—The Socialist
Party will weigh possible amlagaillation with the American Labor
Party at a meeting of the execupleaded guilty to assault with a tive committee to be held soon,
dangerous weapon during the AFL it was announced here by State
blockade against C10 lumber. Sev- Chairman Harry W. Lehner.

At It Again
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GRAVE DANGER POLITICAL PRIMER ENABLES
SEEN IN TORY LABOR CROUPS TO ORGANIZE
LEADERS PLAN
EFFECTIVELY FOR CAMPAIGNS
(Continued front Page 1)
city council, Michael B. Smith, an
A.F. of L. technical engineer, and
James Suhiivan, A.F. of L. electrical worker, both with 100 per
cent labor records, though supported by certain A.F. of L. unions,
were opposed by those attached to
the Dave Beck teamster bloc because they had C.I.O. support.
Victory went to their rivals, a
man who hired gun thugs in the
1834 waterfront strike and a nonunion engineer. Similarly, Lieut.Gov. Victor- A. Meyers, though an
A.F. of L. musician with the endorsement of his union, lost the
mayoralty to Arthur B. Langlie,
conservative.

WASHINGTON.—Publication of a political primer, entitled "How to Organize and Conduct a Local Political
Campaign," was announced here by Labor's Non-Partisan
League as plans were being formulated for active labor
participation in the coming congressional and state elections.

TEARGAS MOB
STIRS ACTION
FOR WORKERS

The booklet marked the fi,rst publication anywhere of the fundamentals of political campaigning,
it was said. It is being sent to affiliated organizations of the league
for study and guidance in future
months.

No attempt was made to include
all the elements of politics in the
brief pamphlet, it was explained by
league officials, but an effort was
By SALLY ABBOTT
made to instruct labor officials In
(Federated Press)
Pa—The
Steel Work- the elements of political organizaHATBORO,
.
Costigan regards the "irreduction.
Mayor Daniel J. Shields of ible minimum" W.C.F. vote of 42,- ers' Organizing Committee sent a
"This handbook," the introducGeorge
H.
Earle
the
Steel
telegram
to
Gov.
broke
Johnstown, Pa., who
000 (it was only 15,000 two years
Committee ago) a
of Pennsylvania, demanding an in- tion states, "is an attempt to put
Organizing
Workers
remarkable showing in the
strike against Bethlehem Steel last face of the labor split and the dif- vestigation of the activities at the together the results of labor's
summer,Js back in the news again ficulty of lining up middle class Roberts & Mender Stove Co. in political experience to date. By
as the LaFollette Senate civil lib- liberal support under the circum- connection with the riot at the plant our mistakes, as well as by our
when 75 sit-downers were attacked wiser acts, we have learned from
erties committee probes into activi-stances.
each, of these campaigns. The
and ousted.
ties of the Nat'l Assn. of ManuTORY HANDMAIDS
The SWOC charges that the corn- lessons are passed on in this
facturers and other anti-labor orYet a divided labor movement,
manual."
pany brought teargas, supplied
ganizations. No. 1707 was the numfaced by a powerful reactionary
clubs, guns and other military
ber he wore while serving a term in
Discussed are ''issues and platoffensive in all three Pacific coast
equipment to the office staff and form, candidates for office, pubfederal prison,
states, constitutes a grave danger,
salesmen as well as to the hired licity and education, campaign orCostigan warns.
gunmen; that the band of vigi- ganization, campaign work, work
Continued civil war by labor,
lantes who participated in the riot in unions, and election day."
with consequent' opportunity for
were composed of local business"Experience has shown," the
to siphon away the farm vote
men of the town who have always handbook declares, "that labor's
and sow demoralization among proaligned themselves with the com- effectiveness in politics is iniven Readers gressives, would lead to the loss
pany in its anti-labor policies; and jured when it pitches its camof elections up and down the coast,
that the exploded_ shells of 10 tear- paigns on too narrow a note .
Some 40 per cent of the total he feels,
gas bombs showed that the corn"Since organized labor is seldom
It would be a victory for the
population of California has applied
pany bought the bombs from Fed- a numerical majority in any comfor Social Security Accounts under two anti-New Deal Martins who sit
era! Laboratories of Pittsburgh, no- munity, to win it must have supthe Old-Age Insurance provisions in the governor's chairs of Washtorious
manufacturing company port from other elements in the
of the Social Security Act. Because ington and Oregon, trying to smugwhose activities were investigated population. It is not difficult to
of the vast number of persons who gle G.O.P. principles into the Demoby the LaFollette committee.
demonstrate that the interests of
conic under this program —the evade Party.
E. J. Lever, district head of so-called middle-class voters, proShould
this happen, Edwin SelVOICE is publishing a series of
the SWOC, said that the disturb- fessionals, small merchants, etc.,
questions and answers for the ben- yin, and the shipping, lumber and
ance had been instigated by the as well as those of unionized workbig
industry crowd he speaks for in
efit of its readers.
company in order to force the ers, are, on analysis, identical with
Q. 1. What is meant by Federal The Business Chronicle, would be employes back to work without those of organized labor .. Labor
waiting to go to town with their
old-age benefits or insurance?
collective bargaining and In vio- only plays into the hands of its opproposal for compulsory incorporalation of the Wagner act.
ponents when it lends support to
A. There are three types of bention, which includes such features
Lever further declared that the the fiction that 'labor' is a special
efita payable directly by the Fedas opening union records to scabs
riotous conduct of the stove corn- and separate element in the popuera] Government under the Fedand stooges, prohibiting accumulapany officials against both the CIO lation,"
eral old-age benefits provisions
tion of strike funds and withdrawGroups are advised to work withand the AFL had been notorious
of the Social Security Act:
ing union privileges in case of symfor years and that, contrary to the in one party during primary elec(1) Monthly benefits payable
pathetic strikes,
impression given to the public tions. "It is not advisable to enter
after a person is 65.
through newspapers, there was no independent candidates after a pri(2) Lump-sum benefits payable
fight between the CIO and the AFL mary election," it is stated, "exat 65, and
on the stove company's premises. cept under very special circum(3) Payments upon death,
"The only union now organiz- stances. Most election laws make
These benefits are based on
ing at the plant is the SWOC," It very hard lo put up a third party
wages. Who will receive these bensaid Lever. "The men who were candidate or an independent canefits and how the amounts are deInstigated to riot against our didate In general elections."
termined will be explained later.
The State Assembly Interim sitdown strikers included a halfQ. 2., Is the administration of
Committee on Capital and Labor dozen AFL men to whom the
these benefits entirely Federal?
will investigate the threatened use company had been
catering beA. Yes. Federal old-age benefits
of. terror against union members cause they
were part of the remar entirely administered by the
striking at the Murchie Mine corn- nants of the
discredited company
Federal Government. The wages
piny in Nevada City, and also will union."
Laundry workers of San Franof workers under 65 in what
prove the violation of the arbitraThe plant is closed tight. Nego- cisco have withdrawn their request
might be roughly termed induation award by San Francisco hotel tiations are going on and
the for strike sanction and approved
trial and commercial employoperators,
charged by unionized SWOC hopes to have a settlement a contract giving a $2 a month
ments throughout the United
hotel employes.
,
soon. The plant has been held raise July 1, another $1 Dec. 1, and
States, including the District of
These investigations were prom- since February 4, when the stove a further $2, Feb. 1, 1939. MeanColumbia, Alaska and Hawaii,
ised by the committee at the re- workers demanded a closed shop while a committee of three employwill, beginning with 1937, be
quest
of Labor's Non-Partisan Lea- and the checkoff. They held the ers and three union members will
counted in the computation of
gue of California, during a confer- plant until a mob of steel-helmeted negotiate the unions' demand that
benefits.
ence which included House Speaker non-strikers, armed with
teargas the $17.88 minimum for lower paid
J. B. Cress, manager of the San
William Mosley Jones, Capital-La- and clubs, invaded the plant and crafts be increased to $20, If they
Social
Office
of
the
Field
Francisco
bor Committee Chairman Paul engaged them in a bitter
battle, cannot agree, an arbitrator will deSecurity Board, which services this
Richie, other committee members, during which heads were cracked termine a wage to be effective
the
fact
to
attention
territory, calls
and J. Vernon Burke, State selre- and many men gassed and bruised. May 1. The contract runs to Nothat employes who have paid the
taiy-treasurer
of Labor's Non-ParAfter the strikers succeeded in vember, 1939.
of
of
1%
Old Age Insurance tax
tisan League.
driving the attackers out, they conwages and who have reached age
Either the sub-sommittee of the ferred with state' police who arNMU WINS 47TH
65 since January 1, 1937, are enCapital-Labor Committee or the rived on the scene. The
strikers
NEW YORK (FP) — The Natl.
titled to apply for a lump-sum bencommittee as a whole will study then decided to march out
of the Maritime Union won its 47th labor
efit of 31/2% of wages earned in
the Nevada City situation by sub- plant in orderly fashion.
board poll out of a total of 54 so
7
.1ployments since Januc
ryvel
r,
ed193
ao
poening to Sacramento persons
far held by the Natl. Labor Relacharged with anti-union vigilantetions Board when employes of the
The heirs of deceased persons
ism, or the committee may conduct
Lykes Steamship Co. cost 1049
who have been similarly employed
its hearings at Nevada City.
votes for the CIO union against
are also entitled to make applica104 for the AFL Intl. Seamen's
tion for like payments.
LOS ANGELES (FP)—Institu- Union. The ISU has won
For further information address
five polls
tional
workers in the county-owned and two elections resulted in anthe Field Office of the Social SeOlive View Sanitarium received a nouncement that employes preferenmity Board, 402 Humboldt Bank
10
per cent wage raise. This in- red neither union.
Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
, Reporting the National Labor crease is due to the organizing
Further questions and answers Relations Board
hearings on the activities of the CIO here. RejoicPatronize VOICE Advertisers
will appear one week from today Johnstown
strike of the Bethlehem ing at the good fortune of nurses
in the VOICE.
Steel concern, Business Week for and orderlies who put in a 10-hour
Attend your Union Meeting
March 5 gives employers a tip on day to earn their advanced salary
how to discriminate against union will be tempered in the minds
of
CALLING ALL CARS
men during layoffs,
many by the fact that they got
To
"If," says Business Week, "While only $10 per month before the
5301
San
being
Pablo,
Oakland
careful
non-disto
a
follow
raise. However, as they also won
Since the NLRB has ruled that
To Fill Up With Powerful
eliminatory formula (based on the a closed shop, other raises and
companies
insurance
the major
length of service, size of family, amelioration of bad working condiRio Grande Cracked Gas
come within the interstate corns
skill and other factors), Bethle- tions should be forthcoming.
temsweenwoomeimpuimpummwomooam.o.weirro...00:41,
Act,
Wagner
'tierce clause of the
hem is giving the benefit of any
and has ruled that the JOHN HANdoubts to SWOC strikers, instead
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Labor Must Battle Reaction
I have received a lot of comment and criticism on the
Editorial reprinted from the New York Post in last week's
edition of the VOICE. I wish to point out that this editorial
was not submitted with any thought in mind of either "redbaiting" or attempting to criticize the activities of any particular group politically.
It was published to illlustrate the fact to the membership that regardless of what political belief an individual
might have, when any member is unjustly accused of any
crime through his union activities, that he must at all times
receive the whole-hearted and co-operative support of all
groups, regardless of their particular beliefs.
For if we allow union members to be prosecuted and
sent to jail because of their political views when they have
not committed any crime whatsoever, then we place ourselves in the same position as prosecuting attorneys, courts
and capitalistic newspapers, who definitely do prosecute
and send to prison union members because of their political
views and not because of their union activities.
J. W. ENGSTROM,
Pres., Maritime Federation.

A Deadly Disease
The following editorial is reprinted from the current
issue of "Justice" and reflects the attitude of the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union toward the grave
question of Dual Unionism.

Dr. Fishbein
-:- STUDY OF POLICY-:Feels Blast
not caused by the shipowners themselves — disputes
On 'Throne are
which are, in most cases, between two component organi-

Jay C. Hormel, Austin, Minn.,
packer, tells the Senate unemployment committee how work in his
plant is budgeted on a 40-hour week
basis through collective bargaining.
Last year 2,373 out of nearly 4,000
employees received' 52 pay checks.
His employees receive a year's notice before being laid off.
(Federated Pictures.)

PROGRESS REMEDY
WASHINGTON—"Our industrial
production cannot progress,. as it
must, unless our masses have income with which to buy its products," President Roosevelt told a
conference on human needs here.
"Only in jobs and more jobs, at
good pay, shall we find national
stability and individual security."

CHICAGO (FP) — Dr. Morris
Fishbein, high-handed editor of the
Journal of the American Medical
Assn., had his ears pinned back by
the socially minded doctors whom
he has been unscrupulously fighting in the pages of the association
paper.
The present issue of the Journal
carries a letter by Dr. John P. Peters, professor of medicine at Yale
and secretary of the Committee of
Physicians, popularly known as the
Committee of 430, which last November published a historic statement.
That statement declared among
other revolutionary clauses that
"the health of the people is the
direct concern of the government."
This was misrepresented by
Fishbein in the Journal as medical
bolshevism and he refused to print
any statement correcting that distortion.
The reactionary medical editor
found the fire under him too hot
after reputable physicians used
medical journals which he could
not control to state their case
and to attack his corruption of
the principle of freedom of the
press in the association paper.
Some sort of peace has been
patched up and the fight by liberal
doctors against the selfish donothing policy of the medical trust
that runs the American Medical
Assn., will now go ahead with better prospects of ultimate success.
Up to now, as the New York
Times editorially explains, "medicine is the one organized scientific
profession that has never had the
right to debate a social or ecomonic
issue in an official organ of its own
creation." Editor Fishbein is now
suffering for his sins and he may
be dislodged at the next convention, in spite of his wizardry in attracting advertising to the pages of
the Journal.

LABOR AIDES OUTLINE PLAN
FOR FOUNDATION ON WHICH
TO BUILD LASTING PEACE

zations, which in the long run involve the entire Federation.
These disputes are disastrous and unnecessary. If two
organizations within the Federation have a jurisdictional
dispute, such as who will handle such and such a job, that
is not an internal affair.
That is an external affair because if it is not settled it
means that members of other component organizations will
be put out of work. As an example, the case involving the
United Fruit ships, whereby due to a dispute between the
Firemen and Engineers, as to which organization was going to place the freezers on said ships, caused the ships to
leave this port, with an approximate loss of work to about
three hundred men within the Federation, and further
caused the situation to develop where foreign ships are now
bringing in this cargo, which was formerly handled by
United Fruit ships.
WAY TO SETTLE DISPUTES
I realize that the Constitution of the Federation states
that it shall not involve itself in jurisdictional disputes, but
in cases such as this it must involve itself for its own 'particular protection.
would suggest that if a situation such as this arises
again that the organization involved immediately call upon
the oficers of the Federation to request all the component
organizations comprising the Federation to elect one man
to sit on a committee for the purpose of attempting to arrive at a solution of the dispute.
After this committee has arrived at a solution by a majority vote, same will be presented to the two or more organizations involved. If they refuse to accept the decision
of the majority of this board, then it is to be referred to all
of the component organizations within the Federation for
their consideration, because I believe, and further I think
it is no more than fair, that when a dispute which only involves two organizations to start with, and then goes further to the extent of involving all of the others by forcing
them out of work, then that those men are entitled to some
consideration of the problem.
I realize that on this question that one objection will be
that when on a dispute between two of the seafaring organizations, that they will object to having what they term
"shore-side organizations" voting or acting on the same. On
that question I believe they are right. In my opinion, if a
dispute was to come up involving, as an example, the Firemen and Engineers, then the only organizations which
would act upon it should be the Firemen, Sailors, Marine
Cooks,,Masters, Mates, Marine Engineers, Radio Operators
and the Longshoremen (Ship and Dock Gangs and Checkers), because I believe they would be the only ones affected by such a dispute.
As I stated in the last edition, I don't expect this supgestion to be perfect—neither do I expect everyone to concur in it. But at least it is a suggestion, and if anyone else
has any suggestion upon this subject it will be appreciated.

ANNIVERSARY ADS
The Voice of the Federation will publish an anni
versary edition on the third anniversary of the founding of the Maritime Federation. So far we have re
ceived fair support, but there are plenty of organizations that have not even answered letters which re
quested co-operation.
Read the list below and you will see those who are
Voice-minded. Get your name and your organization'
name added.
Twice as much copy is needed as we have. Hel
triple it!
We need the assistance of every individual and each
organization in the way of advertising copy and spe- ,
cial articles.
Why? Because of the extra costs for cuts and extra•
pages.
Let us have your help—give us an advertisement
from your union and give us one personally.
The cost is only $1 per column inch.
The organizations below have already contracted
for ads. Your name should be among them:
MFOW &W, San Pedro Branch, 10 col. inches.
MFOW &W, San Francisco (headquarters), 5 col.
inches.
Marine Cooks & Stewards, San Francisco, 5 col.
inches.
Labor's Non-Partisan League of California, 2 col.
inches.
Musicians' Union, San Francisco, 5 col. inches.
Tom Mooney Molders' Defense Committee, San
Francisco, 5 col. inches.
Alaska Cannery Workers, San Francisco, 10 Lol
inches.
Mattie's, 719 Market, Oakland, 2 col. inches.
Ace Cafe, Honolulu, 5 col. inches.
AR'TA, San Pedro, 5 col. inches.
Salmon Purse Seiners, Seattle, 5 col. inches.
ARTA, San Francisco, 5 col. inches.
United Council to Combat Anti-Semitizm and Nazism, San Francisco, 3 col. inches.
Workers' Alliance of King County, Seattle, 2 col.
inches.
Retail Dept. Store Employees' Union,San Francisco,
5 col. inches.
Maritime Federation, Women's Auxiliary, No. 2,
East Bay, Oakland, 5 col. inches.
Inland Boatmen's Union, San Francisco, 22 col.
inches.
B. Radder, San Francisco, 5 col. inches.
Maritime Federation of the Pacific, Coast, 20 col.
inches.
Maritime Federation of Women's Auxiliary No. 1,
San Francisco, 5 col. inches.
Every cent possible to obtain is needed to put this
Anniversary edition over. Get going now!
The deadline is April 1.

By EDWARD LEAVITT
NEW YORK (FP).—Debating the question, How Can
Labor Settle its Differences with John F. Frey, a viceThe manager of the ILGWU organization in Los Angepresident of the AFL, Pres. Homer Martin of the United
les, replying to a demand for an "explanation" by the ofAutomobile Workers. offered a 5-point formula which, he
ficer of a local CIO restaurant workers' union as to why
said, could serve as a basis for further negotiations toward
he had hired American Federation of Labor waiters to unity In the labor movement.
By this way we will possibly be able to arrive at a sugserve at a recent entertainment, gave the following terse The plan is merely a broad out- develop within the trade union
gestion.
which will be satisfactory to an overwhelming maanswer:
line and not a cut-and-dried offer movement so long us one group injority
of
members in the Federation, and I must state that
should
acceptthat
immediately
be
sists upon applying minority rule
"We are-not at war with the rank and file of the AFL.
able to both sides, Martin explain- and what this means, the policy we must have some suggestion that is acceptable to the
We disapprove and protest against tactics of the AFL raided. Speaking "as an individual and
ing CIO unions and we shall protest no less vigorously as a trade union member," he list- of dualism, secession and control membership of the Federation on this problem for our own
by force, instead of by the demo- interest and self-protection, because I know that there are
against the getting up of unions by the CIO in crafts where ed the following proposals:
Here are the addresses o
cratic • method."
members of the component organizations within the Fede1. Early resumption of the peace
there are AFL unions irrexistence."
brothers in prison through labo
SPREADS OVER U. S.
ration who are now objecting very strenuously because two
frame-up:
President Dubinsky's subsequent "wholehearted ap- conferences held by spokesmen for The dispute between the (NO and
both organizations; 2. Definite and the AFL cannot long be held with- organizations have a dispute which terminates, in some
By HENRY GOLLOMB
In San Quentin:
proval" of this sharp retort by Manager Lutsky puts a finger clearly-stated recognition by the
in the limits of a clash between dif- cases, to the conclusion of whereby members of these other
(Federated Press Science&
John Rodgers, Box 58036
on a sore spot in the current CIO-AFL conflict, the tragic AFL of the principle and policy of fering principles and policies of
Invention Writer)
organizations have lost their jobs and they have not had a
Victor Johnson, Box 58032
importance of which .may widen as the rift goes on expend- Industrial unionism for the mass union organization, the auto workscientific
strictly
a
This
is
not
foul Stanfield, Box 58034.
voice in the dispute one way or the other. In other words
ing. The reply surely is in faithful conformity with the production industries; 3. Steps to ers' leader asserted. He observed
item although it has something to
Alfonse Buyle, Box 59738
they are the innocent victims of the situation and as a re- do with canned goods. J. C. Hormel
tradition and policy of the ILGWU, which abhors dual un- solve the jurisdictional problems that "already it is becoming naEarl King, Box 59815
affecting such CIO unions which tionwide, every day conflict which sult are dissatisfied and that cannot continue.
is president of the Hormel PackErnest G. Ramsey, Box 59816
ionism and all the abominations that flow from it.
function in fields wherethere are affects the interests and well-being
Following is an interpretation of internal and external ing Co., manufacturers of canned
Frank G. Conner, Box 59814
older AFL unions; 4. Submission of workers in countess localities."
chicken, soups, etc. Hormel is a
Tom Mooney, Box 31921
Back in December, 1935, in the embryonic days of the to subcommittees the problem of "In my opinion," he stated, "those affairs, as found in the Executive Board Minutes of Janu- practical humanitarian. He describRepresa, Cal.
CIO, when the General Executive Board of the ILGWU was jurisdictional adjustments, and in who believe that the'AFL is going ary 14, 1938, Morning Session:"'internal' meaning the per- ed his methods of dealing with la- In Folsom Prison,
Box 1069
Billings,
Warren
K.
considering affiliation with this committee for the sake of the event of failure of the subcom- out of business are making a wrong sonal inside strife and affairs of an organization, and 'ex- bor to the Senate unemployment
19889
Box
Ciambrelli,
Patsy
promoting a nation-wide educational campaign for indus- mittees to agree, the turning over analysis. Likewise those who say ternal' meaning actions of an orgnization which would f- committee in Washington, and it
Box 20034
McNamara,
B.
J.
of the dispute to a "super-commitis something here leet another organization in its dealings with the employ- reads like Utopia.
trial unionism in the mass production industries, more than tee" consisting of representatives that the CIO tomorrow
are equaltoday and gone
He pays his employes on a yearone of our leaders expressed apprehension that this move- of both the CIO and the A.FL for ly faulty in their judgment. It is, ers."
ly basis and they are sure of a
SAN FRANCISC
final adjudication, and in case of therefore, imperative that they be
ment might lead to dual unionism.
year's pay whether his factories
are busy or not. Vacations and sick
"Education," they raised the point, might bring about deadlock of the latter committee, brought together if the interests of
WHERE TO EAT?
submission of the dispute to an ar- the workers are to be safeguarded
are included. The amount of Day and Night—
leave
concrete organization, and that, in turn, might bring rivalry bitrator or an arbitrating commitand served."
The Advisory Committee on Education appointed by work is budgeted so that a man
and bitterness, out of which dualism and fraternal strife tee, chosen by both sides, whose
G It A NI)
President
Roosevelt in 1936 has made a report which the has 40 hours of labor per week. If
would flow as an unavoidable consequence.
decision would be final; 5. AdmisDAIRY - LUNCH
he can do his
in less, the
GAG FOR ALLIANCE
President has transmitted to Congress. Briefly, it recom- extra time is hisstuff
own with no loss
The chronicle of the past two years has justified these sion of the CIO unions into the CLAREMORE, Okla. (FP)—The
AFL as a body.
Workers Alliance here has been mends more Federal aid to states in the matter of schools; of pay. The average pay in his facIL
early fears. The CIO movement has gone on to win a place
FAVORS DIAGNOSIS
forbidden to meet. Chief of Police aid starting at $70,000,000 in 1939 and rising to $199,000,- tories is $135 a month.
MARKET
of dominance in the mass production industries. It has made Preceding Martin, Frey, plead- Thurman seized the organization's
000 a year in 1944. It is particularly urged that the Fed- His system costs him a paper
•
labor history in America and it has fully vindicated, in the- ing for "majority rule and democ- charter and issued the ban after
eral government should not try to dictate the exact use of loss of $300,000 a year, but he
14
ory and practice, the soundness of the position of its found- racy" in settling the labor contro- a delegation from the W. A. dethis money, but should leave the states all the latitude states that increased efficiency
EMBARCADERO
ers who had claimed that the mass production industries versy, called for a diagnosis of the manded more relief. Unemployed
among the workers, together with
main elements in the dispute "be- workers are determined to con- possible.
100% Union for 20 Years.
plant economics instituted by the
could be organized on an industrial basis.
fore prescriptions can .be intelli- tinue their fight.
Six general purposes are set out, with a recommended men themselves more than comUnfortunately, however, the leadership of the CIO has gently advocated for any of the
grant
for each: General aid to elementary and secondary pensates for this.
15 Years of Famous Service
not seen fit to delimit its activity to unorganized or the physical, social or industrial ills PICKETS CLOSE STORES
He originally had a company
construction
education,
improved
Enlarging
preparation
for
teachers,
us."
which
affect
on
this
(FP)—All
retail
SACRAMENTO
mass-production fields but has gone ahead with forming
union, but when the workers join0. B. OLSEN'S
TAVERN
unions in trades where unions already have been in exist- theme in a prepared address which sales and service stores of the of school buildings to help reorganization of school dis- ed the CIO it was all right with
RESTAURANT
accused the CIO with failure to Motor Car Dealers Assn. are closed tricts, administration of state departments of education,
worked
him.
Things
out
just
as
ence.
98 Embarcadero, S. F.
adhere to such principles, Frey's for an indefinite period, throwing
well. A bewildered senator asked
In retaliation, the AFL began to pursue a similar tactic speech and extemporaneous re- 300 mechanics and 150 salesmen adult education, and library service for rural districts.
I.L.A. Supporter
him if his system could be apIt is a program which would make ten million boys and plied to other Industries. He reof organizing oppositional labor groups in places where it marks, made during the public out of work, in protest against
was not functioning before but where the CIO had already question session, did not refer to picketing of stores to enforce or- girls throw up their hats and cheer—if they knew about it. plied that he couldn't see why, The Place to Eat and DrInk--.
Martin's proposals.
ganization of salesmen and refusal It would help
not.
all schools, especially country schools.
established unions.
Frey declared: "There can be of mechanics to pass the picket
Golden Tavern
The outcome is dual unionism and strife in numberless no adjustment of differences which line.
The committee points out that the farmers of this coun- Hormel's canned chicken is excellent, and he's welcome to the ad.
27
spots, which threaten, as the outlook for peace grows dimtry have more children to educate and fewer dollars for
EMBARCADERO, S. F.
mer and dimmer, to embroil the labor movement in whole- flict lasts, not to aggravate it by fanning the fires of dual the purpose than city dwellers have. It notes that rural ROCHESTER, Minn. (FP)—The
MIKE MULLALY, Prop.
sale sniping and devastating conflicts.
schools were hardest hit of all in the depression. It directs WPA worker's took over a meeting
unionism.
Dual unionism is a multiple disease. One example be- attention to the astounding differences in chances for here intended to form a semi-vigi- T
In the current labor strife we have not been spared the gets another, while each side seeks to justify the mutual schooling in different parts of the country; and it holds lante organization whose purpose -SAILORS'
was to oppose activity of the uneffects of dualism. From Maryland to San Francisco, and abuses that result from it. The battle of brother against that only a Federal grant can iron out these differences.
employed in their demands for
CAFE
across the length of the country, we have had to withstand brother against brother proceeds with crusading fervor
higher ilving standards. Few peo53 Clay Francisco
scores of attacks levelled against us by AFL organizations, while the only beneficiary of this fratricide is the common
If a new mechanical plucker comes into general use, ple showed up, and the speakers Ph. DO. 9457
San
interferences in strikes, expulsions from central bodies, and enemy of both, the unscrupulous employer.
handpicking of chickens, ducks and other domestic fowl themselves failed to appear.
fig
counter-negotiations with employers who were about to
Our position in this matter remains unaltered. Our will be largely a thing of the past. The device, now in prosign agreements with our organizations.
Union always has been opposed to dual unionism in any duction by a New York company,is said to remove feathers
Favorite Hotels—Close to the Front
*
*
shape or form, and we shall not give aid or encouragement at the rate of one complete fowl per minute. Metal disks,
Those who earnestly and consistently seek an eventual to any dual union activity wherever it makes an appear- electrically operated, revolve against each other in such a
adjustment of the conflict in the house of labor, our own ance. 0.nce again we say: "We are not at war with the way as to swiftly pull the feathers. A suction fan carries
24 Sacramento
115 Market
Union amongst them, will do all they can, while this con- rank and file of the labor movement—be it CIO or AFL." feathers to a sack.
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umber Row Explained
By Schmidt
(Continued from Page 1)
acid, and any workers who voted
o CIO. were made the objects
of terrorist tactics that beggar de- "'ption.
Frankly, we found that there
S no A.F. of L. lumber in the
orthwest. There are no A.F. of
11-.. loggers to cut it and, with the
ception of one small mill, the
IUMber mills of the Columbia and
illamette river areas are C.I.O.
As a matter of fact, this boycott
ch is being prosecuted in San
Francisco is not against C.I.O. lumit is against one mill, the West
regon Lumber Company mill at
Pft tland. And this mill, strange
• say, is operating more consistently than any other mill in that
even running a night shift.
At Kingsley, Oregon, there is a
1 where the workers were assured that if they signed an applis.
' on for an A,F. of L. charter
the mill would immediately open.
t was many months ago, and
e mill has never opened, even
frkr one day.
At another mill on the Columbia
or, the A.F. of L. installed a
rter and the workers went back
to work with a seven and one-half
t an hour pay cut. And just
what kind of unionism you would
that is something I've not been
able to figure out, since unions are
s posed to raise wages and shorten hours and generally look after
t•
interests of their workers.
at these men went back to work
for seven and one-half cents an
r less than they were getting
Under the C.I.O.
VIOLATE LAW
The situation in the Columbia
er area is quite evidently this.
hrough collusion between the A.F.
of L. and the employers the Wag, 61. Act is being openly violated.
The right of the lumber workers
Pick their own collective bargaining agency is being attacked
they are subject to every variety of intimidation imaginable. For
en months, this sort of thing has
eon countenanced and furthered
by the A.F. of L.
here remains only one thing for
th C.I.O. to do. And this was de• s d upon at a meeting last night
of Local 1-10 of the International
• gshoremen a n d Warehousemen's Union in San Francisco.
• ocal 1-10 last night voted that
his local go on record refusing to
oad that lumber which the ofsells of the Carpenters and Joiner declare fair and that the ofIs of the Longshoremen's Union
he instructed to act in accordance
this motion when such action
will be most effective and at the
•er time. This motion was
Passed at a meetinf attended by 2,OG longshoremen and without a
Ssenting vote. The action was
ueani mous.
..lt is the position of the ILWU
that the Committee of 43 can end
boycott and end it In short
Order, if they so desire. Carnters are not asked to observe
a boycott of non-union lumber—
d non-union lumber is moving
OUt of the Columbia River district
ith no action being taken by
,.:e AY'. of L.
13ut 0.1.0. lumber from one mill,
West Oregon mill, is declared
unfair and a boycott enforced
nst it. The A.F. of L. is on its
last legs in the Portland area,

The following bills are coming before Congress and
will affect the Maritime Federation of the Pacific
Coast:
H. R. No. 8532—A bill to amend the Merchant Marine Act 1936, to further promote the merchant marine policy therein declared, and for other purposes.
There are also "Committee Prints of Amendments" on
this H. R. 8532 Bill—numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4.

BRUTAL ATTACKS
Unbelievable acts of cruelty have
been perpetrated against m e n
whose only offense has been that
they voted C.I.O. in a referendum
in the lumber industry—a right
which is expressly provided them
in the Wagner Federal Law—and
incidentally a right which their
brothers in the 0.1.0. union of the
Pacific Coast are going to see that
they are protected in.

LABOR PEACE
HELD CERTAIN
BY HARRISON

The 43-year-old labor leader, on
his first visit to the twin cities in
more than eight years, told his associates that the fight for the basic
6-hour day without reduction in
wages will be continued without
abatement.
He declared that regulation of
water transportation, especially upon the inland waters, would continue to b an objective of the
brotherhoods.

luncheon given by Governor Elmer A. Benson, FarmerLabor, Harrison told a group of
labor leaders and veteran Farmshall watch
er-Laborites:
At a

events in Minnesota with great
interest during the next few
months, for I sincerely hope that
the present state administration
will be returned to office." Benson's administration is up for reelection this year.
"Peace in the labor movement
is inevitable," the stocky rail leader told Federated Press, "but just
when it comes is a speculation. If
we do not unite soon, the pressure
of labor itself will force us to."

Old Rates New Rates
(Crowns a Month)
216
206
Donkeyman
Fireman and motor189
200
man
130
123
Coal trimmer
The allowance for bedding and
utensils has been raised from 10
to 12 crowns.

TRAWLERMEN AGREEMENT
(I. T. F.) As previously reported,
the Dutch trawlermen had rejected
the draft agreement negotiated between the owners' and men's representatives. A further meeting

Ford's Power Loses
Punch in Dearborn
DEARBORN, Mich. (FP)—The
heartless treatment of the unemployed in Henry Ford's city of
Dearborn got a thorough airing
after the committee of unemployed
pressured a hall proprietor into
opening the doors after they had
paid the rent. He protested that
the Dearborn welfare authorities
and the police had threatened to
raise his taxes if he let the unemployed meet. The unemployed most
of them union men, made threats
in turn- to sue him if he didn't
open up.
So he opened and six detectives
sat through the meeting, getting a
very vivid impression of what the
jobless think of Ford welfare methods.
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FRISCO CAFE
Newly Opened by

5th & Beacon—Ph. 3334

•
•

San Pedro

Jean Harris &
Specks Reese
Drop In and Say "Hello!"
515 S. Beacon, San Pedro

1,
4

ll

Newly Opened

Sherry Davidson

4

UNION BUS DEPOT
240 W.6TH ST.—SAN PEDRO
PHONE 3020
Greyhound Lines—Motor Coach Corp.
Union Pacific Stages—Dollar Line
Meet Me At the Bus Depot
%

‘, S. .

••

SEAMEN WELCOME
2nd and W. Burnside
Next to Sailors' Hall

Attorneys - Sailors' Union of
the Pacific, Portland

BOTTLED—DRAUGHT

Green, Tanner &
Boesen

SandwichesP—Of Course!

••••••.%‘.%

%1

BEER

The Lighthouse
BURNSIDE ST.
(Next to Union Hall)
Bud and Bill
117

1003 CORBETT BLDG.
6th and Morrison
Close ot the Front

201 W. Burnside, Cor. 2d
PORTLAND, OREGON

CLEAN ROOMS

AllaAILALA\AILAI.A.Ab.A\411.46.411.
Gunn

I

B's CAFE

C.
)

I

I

118.1 West roadway
Long Beach, Calif.

lil

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY i

E

Don't Forget Old Friends
LOUIE, MARCO & JOHNNY

1 BLUE BELL 'MOONLIGHT INN
a
E

BEER — WINE

i
i

TAVERN
425 W. BURNSIDE

E

5th & Burnside, Portland

Sailors' Paradise
Portland i I
i Peter Herinck
SCABS NOT WELCOME
Phone 60548
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100% Union

Phone 32231:2

NEW YORK (FP),—A serious relief crisis caused by a scheduled flat
10 per cent cut in grants to the
city's 600,000 needy jobless by April
1, reducing food allowances to as
low as 20 cents a day per person,
stirred swift plans for a mass hunger march on the state capitol and
drastic sitin demonstrations in all
city relief bureaus.
The cuts, announced after Gov.
Lehman's refusal to authorize the
return to the city of two-thirds of a
3 per cent municipal public utilities tax seized by the state, are vigorously opposed by trade unions and
other groups backing Mayor LaGuardia in his demand that the tax,
levied for local relief, be used only
for that purpose.
Refusal of the state legislature
to vote more money for relief and
the expected early adjournment of
that body heightened the relief di-

lemma.
The mass march to Albany, Saul
Wiseman, Workers Alliance local
secretary, declares, will demand enactment immediately of measures
to relieve the present crisis. Failure of the legislature to remain in
session until after the marchers
reach the capitol will force the unemployed to demand that Gov. Lehman call a special session to provide necessary relief funds.

Restaurant Bar Room
Card Room
Cor. F and Market Ste.
:•1: ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON F.•
E*
1

95 Seneca St.
Seattle, Wash.
Near I. S. U. Hall
aanati:traainiriAZO:0:0:0MAXBOXIM
100% UNION HOUSE
I
SEAMEN WELCOME

Rank and File

100% Union Rank and File House

Drivers

Mandich, Prop.
Phone: Aberdeen 343

EAST COAST
A

Square Deal

or No

Deal

Karlsen's Clothes
Union Made for Union Men
241 S. Broadway
BALTIMORE, MD.

Choice Wines and Beer

El

Frank

Seamen Welcome
Member of S.U.P.
601 Indian Street
Savannah, Georgia

EVERETT

RAYMOND, WASH.

rIlv,
VIIIPTVWWWW4111TW

OWL TAXI

Savannah, Georgia
LILLIAN'S PLACE

1121 HEWITT AVE.
Everett, Washington
Anna OVIST john

310 East Heron
ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON

Meeting

Cor. 1st Ave. S. & Wash., Seattle

El

THE MINT

your Union

FIRST CLASS BAR and CAFE
Hotel in Connection—Cards

Idle Hour Tavern

100% UNION

Union

Attend

J & M, Inc.

0
GOOD EATS and DRINKS

El

"We hear about constitutional
rights, free speech and the free
press. Every time I hear these
words I say to myself, 'that maa
is a red, that man is a Communist.'
You never hear a real American
talk in that manner." — Mayor
Frank (I Am the Law) Hague, Jersey City, N. J.

1:1

rafronixectiraoutratztoranalisMAD

WIRTA HOTEL

Blue Eagle Cafe

2nd and W.Burnside

O's Cafe, 1183 Broadway

Open 24 Hours Daily
Cafe -:- Beer -:- Wine
423 E. Wishkah St.
100% Union • Red & Harvey

Red Milligan and "Queen" Marla
will be glad to see and serve you

GRANT HOTEL

LONG BEACH

PAUL BOYLES FEELING
BETTER

SEATTLE

0

tEl

MASS HUNGER
MARCH PLANS
FOLLOWS CUT

Brother Boyles who has been abhe
no sent from the dispatchers window
en- for three days suffering from a
of severe cold is back on the job
again.
The new books will be out this
Wednesday or Thursday and it will
CORPUS CHRISTI, Tex,—(FP)
be none to soon as the boys in the
—Validity of the state unemployhall and the ships are clamoring for
ment compensation law is questhem. The material that they are
tioned by 95 Rio Grande valley
made up of is first class and it is
fruit packers and growers, who
taking all in all a very attractive
have obtained a temporary rejob.
straining order against the further
SEAFARERS' FEDERATION
collection of unemployment taxes.
There have been considerable
questions asked by the men who
gineers. Under Japanese control, have just arrived on the Mariposa
why certainly.
and Coolidge as to how the brothThat is why I think Japan may ers in Seattle can support such an
soon ask America to "mediate". and independent referendum as the
"restore peace" in China. It's a Branch is now taking on the propbeautiful slogan which will go over osition of Lundeberg's Seafarers'
big with some of America's pacif- Federation.
First: They want to know how
ists. They won't see, as I could see
In Tokyo, that to try to mediate the Seattle Branch can disregard
between a burglar and a house- the rest of the coast and independholder, while the burglar is still in ently proceed to take a vote for afpossession of half the house, is a filiation by themselves.
Second: Many of the men feel
direct encouragement to future robthat this move will play into the
bing.
It's such a good idea, so good for
Japan and so bad for America and
El
China, that I feel quite sure it will Ill
MEETING HALL FOR RENT
be suggested soon. How many wellSeating Capacity 500
meaning Americans will fall for it?
My guess is quite a lot.
2030-5th Avenue
Apply Boilermakers' Local 104
Phone SEneca 1721

THE UP & UP

El

1

Much of the credit of the success
of the crew of the Mariposa can be
handed over to. the new ship's delegate, Brother "Nick" who did a
swell job of keeping things lined
up in the proper way.

The federation still insists,
said, on a 40-hour week with
geographical differentials and
forcement by the Department
Justice.

GRADE A MILK and CREAM
240 Taylor Ave., Astoria, Ore.
Grocery Store- Service Station
100% C. I. 0.

PORTLAND

•

Green said the federation expressed willingness to reduce its
demands with regard to 40 cent an
hour minimums if such action became necessary but only on the
condition that it was made plaits
that the minimum wages in no
sense became "the ceiling."

A.416
11116411.4116,416,411.416.41.4111.411:46,

y
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WASHINGTON (FP)—Insistence
upon the passage of a wages and
hours bill at the present session of
Congress by President Roosevelt
was reported here by President William Green of the A.F. of L. following a conference at the White
House.

YOUNGS BAY
COOPERATIVE DAIRY

S.P. HOTEL

W. 5th St., San Pedro

Travel Information and Reservations to All Points

%•
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Roosevelt Insists
On Wage Bill Action

hands of those who are anxious to
split the Seattle Branch away from
Headquarters and the rest of the
coast and turn the union over to
the Alaska Steamship Co.
Third. It is evident that three
The Coolidge reports that an at- Branches of the M. C. and S. as
tempt was made to tie up the ship well as Headquarters are opposed
by some over-enthusiastic members to the idea and have bitterly conof the crew in the port of Honolulu demned it. How then can the Seover the manning scale. However, attle agency, if it is in agreement
the majority of them did not go that the cooks' union should not be
for tieing up the ship as the re- split, proceed to take a vote that
alized the serious results of such is in direct defiance with the opina move. The differences are to ion of the overwhelming majority
be thrashed out with the shipown- of the members of the MCS.
Fourth: The crew of the Mariers here.
There are 2,000 hours of ap- posa condemned the proposed Seaproved overtime Tor the crew due fearers' Federation unanimously.
to the fact that the ship was badly San Pedro last meeting went on
record as having nothing to do with
undermanned.
The boys off of the Coolidge will the proposition. Letters and radios
have a chance to get their land legs are being received from all parts
back in shape as they are to lay of the Pacific condemning this splitover in the port for 17 days while ting move and the referendum that
is being conducted in Seattle. Let
the ship is getting overhauled.
those
in Seattle who are saying
Brother Norris, the ship's dele.is only a small group who
gate states that the trip was very that it
taxing as the crew was new and it are opposed to the idea answer the
was a matter of breaking in an en- fact that no organization in the
tire new crew on jobs they had not port of San Francisco with the exsailed at on that particular ship ceptions of the SUP have gone on
record for the Seafarers' Federabefore.
tion move. That all Branches of the
MARIPOSA
MCS with the exception of Seattle
The Mariposa came in in better
have gone on record to condemn
shape this trip than any other trip
the plan. That Headquarters of the
for a long time despite the fact
MCS has gone on record to conthat the ship had on board the largdemn, the move and have appealed,
est passenger list that has gone
in the name of the union, to the
through the tropics in many years
brothers in Seattle to reverse their
—625 to be exact. Mr. Husler, asposition and to stop the illegal refsistant port steward of the Matson
erendum that they are now taking
line, made the trip and on his arfor affiliation of the Seafarers' Fedrival in S. F. says the boys did
eration.
their stuff and that he was well
Let us hope that the rank and
pleased with their services.
file in that port will think the matIt would be a good idea if some
ter over before they allow their
more of these port stewards would
Branch to be driven any 'further
take a trip to sea now and then
apart from the rest of the organizaand actua\lly refresh in their mind
tion as well as lining up with any
what a tough life this business of
propoSition that smells as bad as
going to sea is. It might do much
Lundeberg's Seafarers' Federation..
to change some of their attitudes.
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PLANS UPSET
Japan wants it finished. She
wants to cash in on the victories
her armies have made, but which
she can't turn into cash until China
recognizes them and makes those
conquests good investments in the
stock markets of the world. Chinese
resistance has upset these calculations.
What's Japan's next move? To
get somebody to mediate for her,
and to make some kind of peace
which will give Japanese capitalists enough of China to keep
them going till the next war and
enable them to blame its defects
on the mediator and save their
own face with their army and
their people.
They asked Germany first. Germany had something to gain by
mediation. Germany is classed by
the world as ally to Japan. Yes,
but she is Japan's ally only against
the Soviet Union. It pains the Germans very much to see Japan use
up her army on China, instead of
saving it for the common foe. Besides, It ruins Germany's market.
No question that Germany wanted
peace between Japan and China.
She twice presented Japan's terms
to Chiang Kai-shek. He turned
them down.
So it may be America's turn next.
For all the American people's sympathy for the Chinese side of the
struggle, American capital is helping Japan more than any other capitalist nation is doing. American
ships are forbidden by their government to carry airplanes to China:
but American shipments to Japan
Increase steadily—carried in Japanese ships. Any number of Japanese told me they hoped for "a
certain participation of America"
in developing the Far East. No
American political ideas were wanted; only American capital and en-
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pushed on into China, thinking her
"friends" could still keep the Chinese people quiet. They Couldn't.
Chiang Iii-shek broke away from
his pro-Japanese advisers and increasingly led the Chinese resistance. Japan thought he would quit
when she took Shanghai. Then she
thought the taking of Nanking
would finish the matter. Now she
doesn't know just what will finish
it.

The President Coolidge and S. S.
Mariposa arrived this last Tuesday
morning and there has been a decided increase in activity in the
hall and around the dispatcher's
window.

Slum Areas
Elimination
Seen In L.A.

Japan expected China to submit
without fighting, or with only a
few weeks' fight to save the face
of the Nanking government. Japan
had reason to expect this. For six
years she had been progressively
LOS ANGELES (FP) — Slum
invading China, and the Nanking
government had not only submit- clearance in the Los Angeles area
ted, but had arrested any Chinese will get under way shortly, as the
federal government has allotted
who protested against Japan.
the sum of $16,000,000 for this purJapan had plenty of agents in
pose. Presumably this money will
the Nanking government, some
be matched by the state and a drive
of them in high places. Possibly
will be put on to clear up some of
agents is too harsh a term for
the worst of the depressed areas.
them. Let us say then that there
were high government officials • Professional optimists, such as
in Nanking who had been edu- the Southern Californians, Inc., and
cated in Japan, loved Japan, and other such groups, have consistentconsidered the Japan slogan of ly endeavored to create the illusion
"Asia for the Asiatics" under of a slumless city, but the illusion
Japanese hegemony was the best has so little to support it that it
they could hope for China. Did exists only in the four-color ads
they get money for these views? of the national magazines. Actually, whole sections of the older
Well, that's as may be.
These friends of Japan in Nan- parts of the city are festering slums
king's own government warned and just outside the city limits lies
Japan a year and a half ago that Jimtown, a slum camp for thoushe was going "a bit too fast." That sands of migratory workers where
was one thing I learned in Tokyo. conditions of appalling squalor
Japan didn't believe them; she exist.

SEAMEN WIN

The most important feature of
the proposed plan for labor's own
regulation of picketing—provisions
for eliminating picket lines in AFLCIO jurisdictional disputes—has
been tabled by the San Francisco
Labor Council.

The.Fsvorite Place
Snappy Entertainment
BEER • WINE • FINE FOOD

sure of it. Japan has reasons. Here
they are:

T. F.) In view of the fact
that Captain A. Ekbom at Mariehamn was not prepared to pay the
agreed wages to his catering staff
his three steamers were blacklisted
by the Finnish Seamen's Union.
On 12 January Ekbom had to give
in and the boycott was raised.
On the same day all vessels
owned by Lindblom and Petersen
at Abo were boycotted because the
Union's representative was denied
the right to visit these vessels. The
next day the shipowners surrendered.
The Finnish Seamen's Union has
greatly increased in strength, membership now exceeding 90 per cent.

KILLS FEATURE

Dine and Drink
BILL MULLIGAN'S

By ANNA LOUISE STRONG
(Federated Press)
Japan is looking for somebody to pull her chestnuts out
of the Chinese fire for her. Will America do it? That is
what Japan hopes.
Readers who know what the American people are thinking and saying about Japan will consider this idea an impossible pipe dream. Don't be too'-
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THIRD VICTORY
According to Jew-baiter Julius
Streicher, prominent Aryan famiBROOKLYN, N. Y. (FP)—In its
lies in Berlin persist in buying from third victory since last summer's
Jewish department stores. .. and
strike, the Industrial Union of Mathe Jews are prospering.
rine & Shipbuilding Workers won
Well, you don't expect those
the Stephen-Ransom
families to take all that stuff you an election at
repair
yards
here over the
ship
hand out in Der Stuermer seriousGeneral Maintennewly-organized
Julius?
you,
ly, do
ance Workers, affiliated with the
Longshoremen's Assn.
Intl.
Meeting
Union
Attend your

SAN PEDRO

By REVELS CAYTON and IRV DVORIN

then took place between the parties, where the owners stated that
though the industry could not
bear fresh burdens, they had decided to meet the men's claims and
to enlarge the crew of 20 trawlers
by one ordinary seaman, but for
the period from 1 September to 1
March only. Following this concession, another ballot was held
and resulted in acceptance of the
compromise.

(I. T. F.) The members of the
Danish Firemen's Union have by
642 votes to 368 accepted the new
collective agreement recommended
to them by the Executive of the
Union. The agreement will remain in force from 1 March, 1938,
to 1 March, 1940, with the proviso
that notice may be given to terminate it on 1 March, 1939, if the
cost-of-living index of October 1938
shows a rise of six points or more.
The latter provision means that
the sliding scale has been abolished. Wages are as follows:

GALLEY NOTES
ALONG THE FRONT
111

H. R. No. 8344—A bill to protect and preserve the
Salmon Fishery of Alaska and for other purposes.
H. R. No. 4596—A bill to authorize the establishment of a permanent instruction staff at the United
States Coast Guard Academy.
S. No. 3475—An out to provide for the establishment of fair labor standards in employment in and
affecting interstate commerce, and for other purposes.
S. No. 2958—A bill to establish a fleet auxiliary reserve in the Coast Guard for the training of Merchant
Marine Officers and seamen, and for other purposes
S. No. 3032—A bill to amend the Panama Canal
Act.
S. No. 2959—A bill to regulate the issuance of license to officers,of the Merchant Marine, to define the
duties of shipping commissioners, to establish in the
Coast Guard special training for seamen for the Merchant Marine, and for other purposes.
S. No. 3078—A bill to amend the Merchant Marine
Act 1936 and for other purposes.
S. No. 3038—A bill to aid in the national defense,
to promote water borne commerce between the States,
to further the development and maintenance of intercoastal shipping and for other purposes.

The action of Local 1-10 last
night leaves the time of action at
the discretion of the leaders of the
Longshore Union. That this time
Is not far off goes without saying.
This boycott Is not backed up by
the rank and file of the carpenters
nor the rank and file of the teamsters. Just how long a handful of
discredited leaders can enforce it
is the thing which the C.I.O. intends to find out.

ST. PAUL (FP)—Hopes that
there will be unity between the
A.F. of L. and the C.I.O. "before the
oncoming elections" was expressed
here by George M. Harrison, grand
president of the Brotherhood of
Railway Clerks and chairman of
the Railway Labor Executives Association, in a "shop talk" before
rail workers and their families.

Japan Looks To America
In Desperation As War
Brings Need For Savior

WATCH THESE BILLS

largely due to the goon and terrorist activities of the organization
which has completely sickened and
disgusted the citizens of the Rose
City.
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San Francisco, March 19.
NEW BOOKS ARE GOING FAST
The issuance of new membership
books is getting into its full stride
now. About 1,000 will have been
Issued when you read this. After
60 days no more money will be
collected on the old books. With
almost half of the membership carrying new books now, no phoney
books of any kind have shown up.
It's sort of disappointing for members with a low number to get one
With four digits.

might put some of their laid up
ships into service pretty soon.

ground work for repressive antilabor legislation.

With oely four of the eight
round the world 502's on .the run,
sailing out of Frisco every 28 days,
and a half dozen of the Dollar
Line 535's tied up, it makes it kind
of tough.

When a progressive body such
as the National; Labor Relations
Board or the LaFollette Senate
Civil Liberties Investigating Committee tries to get appropriations
to carry on constructive work, they
are blocked by the Tories in the
Senate and House. But an antilabor committee like the Quack's
can always get the reactionaries'
support.

The incentive given shipping by
the Federal Housing program has
been deliberatly blocked by the
employers in tying up numerous
lumber schooners in the. San Pedro
When the unions called for the
lockout. Looks like the shipowners
About $1,000 has come in from
are testing the solidarity of the LaFollette Committee to come
the $1.50 union assessment so far.
federation before September. So out here to investigate stool-piWith the 86 cents profit on each
much talk by officials of seamen's geons in the marine unions, the
book, 37 cents profit on each folder
unions about setting up dual fed- West Coast Firemen carried two
and $1.50 from each of at least
erations without longshoremen has column editorials against it. The
2500 members, we should celebrate
given the employers confidence Pinkerton Detective Agency also
May 1 by having a completely balthat they can take us in September. was very much opposed to it.
anced budget.
It's not unlikely that someone,
SECRETARY AND ILLEGAL
TANKER VOTt READY
somewhere is getting paid off
BALLOT CONDEMNED
The national office of the NLRB for attempting to do what the
Last meeting listened to three
ties sent out notification that the shipowners $20,000,000 couldn't
and a half hours debate by proengine department personnel of the do in '34, that is to split the seaponents and opponents of the illeRichfield Associated, General Pet- men from the longshoremen.
gal ballot drawn up by Brothers
roleum, HiIcone and Union Oil
UNCLE SAM WANTS MONEY
O'Sullivan, Malone, Coleman, Oldcompanies (all but Standard Oil of
It was pointed out in our last enburg and Quinn, without the benCalifornia) will vote soon to choose meeting that if the union didn't
efit of the constitution. A motion
their bargaining agency. This in- soon pay the thousand something
was overwhelmingly carried to convolves around thirty tankers, main- dollars to the State of California
cur with the Minutes (which conly all in the coastwise service.
for old age and unemployment ben- (lemned Secretary Malone for havefits for its employes for 1936 and ing printed this ballot without the
CLARJFICATION STALLED
The fifteen or so matters which 1937 that we would be in trouble. authority or notifying the memberwere referred to the port commit- Also the two thousand and some- ship) and to declare the so-called
tee for clarification, matters affect- thing for Social Security payments affiliation ballot illegal, unauthoring practically every basic working to the federal government for its ized and unconstitutional and instruct the branches to stop Issurule in the off-shore agreement are employes.
still ie the committee. There apA motion was carried unanimous- ing it.
pears to be no immediate possibil- ly to authorize the secretary that
This ballot which is the same as
if an emergency arises where this issued by the SUP, had been conity of clarification.
In light of this, it's not unnatural money is demanded immediately to demned numerous times by headto assume that the junket of agents call a special meeting at which the quarters. The amalgamation of the
from all ports to headquarters was matter of borrowing the money, Firemen's and Sailors' union into
an "independent industrial union"
a useless expense in travel, money shall be taken up.
was voted down on many previous
BIG BAD "COMMISSARS"
and wages. The officials while here
occasions. The CIO chartered MaOUT TO "RECALL?"
showed more interest in trying to
sell theie crack-pot Seafarer's SepLast week the bilge sheet carried rine Cooks and Stewards won't
aration to the membership than to a story that the "commissars" were have anything to do with this
clarify working conditions for the circulating a petition to remove our "amalgamation scheme." Twice the
honorable secretary. Not only was firemen voted for the CIO, carrymen on the job.
this in the bilge sheet, it also ap- ing the majority of men in good
• ALASKA PACKERS WEEP
peared in the Voice signed by the standing on the coast. These peoThe Alaska Packets sent a letter
ple believe in minority rule. Not
honorable secretary.
to the union weeping about the
One can only draw the con- so long ago some of these same
Increased expenses they would inclusion that this like all other people wanted the unions to vote
cur if they went north this 'sumlies circulated by these propo- on "Do you want to keep the Marimer, and saying they didn't believe
nents of the Seafarer's Federa- time Federation?" Yes or No? The
they would sail north this season
tion and other crack-pot split- same with the Voice. Such a referbecause they wouldn't make any
ting moves, are trying to glorify endum was voted down.
iii oney.
•
WHERE IS THE $84,000?
and create a halo of martyrdom
This is an annual cry. We know for
Vandeleur reported the spending
our secretary.
they just run their stinking, moNo one has been any such peti- "$100,000 on the Pacific Cost to
squito infested canneries to make
tion. When the matter was ridi- !freak the C10." This report was
work for the workers. Last year
culed in the meeting, no one could *made at the annual AFL conventhey cried they would make no show any truth to this story.
tion in Denver. Many have often
profit. This year they claim the
Was it an Egyptian Pharaoh or. wondered how much people in the
engineers want about $9,000 more the Biblical character Nebuchad- Seamen's unions received. Our secdollars. The machinists want an nezzer who saw the handwriting retary states he knows that Ferguadditional $20,000 or so, not to men- on the wall?
son received $16,000. Where did the
tion the cannery and other unions
The "condemned man" ought to other $84,000 go?
who would like a few more nickels. eat more California prunes; they
*
*
*
The company is blasting the stimulate the digestive apparatus
The ballot on the recommendaMaritime Federation affiliated and assist the bowel movement.
tions of the Seamen's National
cannery union, hoping to split COPELAND — FRISCO, APRIL 25 Unity convention held in San Franthe federation's ranks and get
The Hearst quack Doc Copeland cisco last January is proceeding,
support from the AFL dummy who tells how to cure fallen eye- despite attempts to nullify unity
union.
brows and other ailments in a syn- through the illegal ballot in the
A couple more standby men were dicated Hearst column, will honor branches. The people against unity
shipped last Saturday by the Alas- our fair city with his presence soon. are opposed to a mutual working
ka Packers.
The shipowners lobby has succeer- relationship between the coasts on
ed in getting a $20,000 appropria- such problems as jurisdiction, legisFRISCO SHIPPING
Shipping slowed (town a bit the tion for his senate committee to lation, uniformity in expiration of
last couple of weeks. It takes a investigate "subversive activities" agreements, etc. Attempts are besixty day card to get any of the in the industry, discipline on ships, ing made to set up West Coast
halls on the East Coast, arid to
Alaska jobs. Fifty days for any etc.
their
men through the SUP halls.
under
ship
look
who
boys
The
other fair pole This should be cut
The Firemin's union has always
in half in the next 45 days. There bed every night to see iff some
are around 700 men on the beach, wild-eyed bearded red is lurking been on record to ship all West
52 in the hospital. It seems that a there, will have some one to tell Coast replacements through the
halls of the National Maritime
number of the brothers from Pedro their woes to.
This investigation is an attack Union. Any one shipping through
and other ports are drifting in to
get away from the indefinite lock- against all rank and file union- the SUP hall, off the docks, or
out in Pedro and get good cards ists using the red hog wash as a through the dog-houses is violating
for the Alaska season. Looks like smoke screen. The purpose seems union rules.
Last week the NMU cracked the
the Matson and Haywire outfits to be to use their report as the
tough Lykes Brothers Company of
36 ships in the Gulf by the vote of
to 10 for the ISU. 100 to 1.
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The rank and file marches on.
100% Union—Meet your friends at the Marine Cafe
WALTER J. STACK,
For Pub. Corn.

THIRD STREET, S. F.

I

NE CAFE 41,
O MARI
286 THIRD STREET

ASK SECURITY

Make the MARINE HOTEL your home

WASHINGTON (FP)—The Fed44144•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• eral Communications Commission
was asked , to see that no workers
be deprived of jobs if rate increases
HARRINGTON'S
requested by the telegraph carLUNCHES AND BARS
riers are granted in a brief submitted to the commission by Lee
ST.
245 FRONT ST. and 566-3rd
Pressman and Joseph Kovner, atFrancisco
San
100% UNION
torneys for the American Radio
Telegraphists Association, affiliated with the CIO.
WE KEEP UP THE OLD-FASHIONED IDEALS OF
FRIENDSHIP AND INTEGRITY
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Postal Telegraph operators in
San Francisco doing supervisors'
work won supervisors' pay of $110
a month, instead of the operators'
$85 scale, after an hour and 40
minute stoppage. Postal messenger
boys are refusing to carry packages
until their percentage is upped
from 60 to 60 per cent.
Borcott Standard Oil Products.
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FLASH NEWS!
At 2:30 Friday, Judge Schmidt
set aside the judgment, findings
and the receivership in the injunction and ordered a supplemental
cross complaint setting up the fact
that we had amended the articles
to the incorporation. Hearings will
be held April 7. If Judge Schmidt
finds articles of incorporation were
properly amended, it will spell defeat for the "Dirty Dozen" in DO
uncertain terms. There will be no
receiver, no injunction.
Two of our brothel's, Curley
Wright and Tom Have have been
dispatched to San Francisco to
meet with the State Unemployment Relief Commission to establish immediate financial relief for
the boys on the bricks. ,
STUDY PROPOSITION
Donnelly and Bowen were the
spokesmen for the 1LWU and Roth
for the employers in Thursday's
session of the Joint Labor Relations Committee. After considerable discussion over the disputed
operation and who has or has not
a contract, no decision was reached. Then the shipowners asked.,the
longshoremen if they had any proposition to submit. Donnelly then
submitted Propositions Nos. 1 and
2 which had been approved by the
lockout committee. The employers
accepted the propositions for their
consideration and study. The meeting adjourned at 11:15 a. m. to
convene Friday at 10 a. in.
Patrol cars will be operated composed of longshoremen, teamsters
and warehousemen to patrol all
points of activity. A splendid example of solidarity.
The Ways arid Means committee
will be in charge of all donations
and collections of funds., Donors
and contributors are warned not
to contribute to anyone unless they
have proper credentials signed by
the chairrhan and secretary of the
Ways and Means committee, and
the seal of the local.
The following wire was sent to
the Foreign Trade Association, addressed to Will R. Forker, executive secretary, Clark Hotel, Los
Angeles:
"Longshoremen and carloaders
unions emphatically deny intimidation in your telegram to Senators Copeland, McAdoo and Johnson that present controversy at
this port is a jurisdictional dispute between our unions. Spokesman for carloaders declared for
the record in conciliation conference yesterday before Captain H.
E. Fitzgerald that lift board operations are exclusively work for
the longshoremen. This stamps
dispute as purely between longshoremen and employers. If you
desire our point of view in this
dispute we will gladly furnish a
speaker at your convenience. Finally we concur in your request
for a senatorial investigation."
The above wire was signed by
the ILWU Local 1-13,
Roger W. Babson, Wall Street
securities advisor in a circular
letter on investments for depression stated the employer "can afford to wait until labor starves
itself into submission." He stated
that this application was worldwide. This seems to be the view
of the American maritime employers who have already adopted
this system. The employer will
lose only the surplus tax dollar
while the employee loses his
bread dollar.
Brother Waterbury of the teamster's union pledged the full cooperation of his union in the lockout
and stated that they will back the
longshoremen 100 per cent. The
ARTA at their meeting pledged
similar support.
The San Francisco Waterfront
Employers are threatening that
the lockout may spread to San
Francisco. This looks like the
usual shipowners' bluff to create
"fear propaganda" and to swing
public sentiment against the Maritime workers.
Requests are made for speakers,
stenographers, etc., to help the publicity and other committees. Apply
at ILWU picketing committee.
FLASH
Ten men were dispatched to the
S. S. Edda at Berth 153 for three
o'clock .Saturday. Two carpenters,
two winch drivers and six hold
men to lay a floor and get the ship
ready to start loading oranges on
Sunday.
They have agreed to sign the
statement.
The results of the election will be
known by 3 p. m. this afternoon.
MEETING REPORT
At the daily 9 a. m. meeting in
the dispatching hall, Donnelly gave
a resume of the labor relations
meeting, He stated that the shipowners claim the 'question is arbitrable, and we Contend it is not.
The shipowners have requested
Mme. Perkins to appoint an arbitrator which has been done. The
first thing he will have to decide
is whether he can legally, within
our agreement, sit in the matter as
an arbitrator.

The body at the hiring hall meeting voted to have the Labor Relations Committee represent us. If
the arbitrator decides that he can
legally sit as an arbitrator, then
all the questions involved are to be
settled by him. Pending his decision on the disputed points, the
question of returning to work shall
be decided by the body.
The picketing committee discovered sailors on the Norwegian ship
"Tr -color" handling the mail yesterday. This was at 3 p. as.. They
had started this work at 12:45
p. m. at the Outer Harbor Dock &
Wharf Co., Pier 55. The sailors
stated that the chief mate had or
tiered them to do this work. The
committee protested to Forbes the
chief clerk of the dock and he steted • that this had been done right
along,
He was informed that this was
in violation of the agreement and
wciuld cause trouble, if continued.
The dock officials, when they
were approached, agreed to cease
this violation and to avoid such
tactics in the future. They also
agreed to call longshoremen at
once and to pay them from 12.45
p. m., the time when the sailors
started to handle the mail.
Picket cards were issued Saturday at 3 p. m, at the hiring hall.
Picketing will be done in four six
hour shifts with 400 men assigned
to each shift.
All members are requested to
secure a copy of the Harbor Worker issued Friday. Read the article
on the lockout. This article clariflea many points at issue.
President Walter Sprague of
the Greater Harbor Assn. of Los
Angeles announced to the Daily
News that Donnelly had joined
theorganization in a move to put
the longshoremen under civil
service regulation. Donnelly and
Fetzer were present and gave information on the situation and
told the association that any legislation to bring the men under
civil service or restrict the activities of the union would be fought
bitterly.
TELEGRAM
"ILWU: Our telegrams to Senators Copeland, Johnson and McAdoo does not prejudge the situation at the water front. Our
primary interest is in securing
immediate resumption of traffic
through the Port of Los Angeles.
The welfare of the public and of
general business and industry.
with their employes and their
families is paramount, but is too
often ignored in controversies of
this kind. We are grateful for
your offer to supply speaker at
our convenience but this could
serve no good purpose as this
association is not in a position to
pass or enforce judgment and for
that reason requested senatorial
investigation your concurrence in
which request is appreciated.
Signed:
FOREIGN TRADE ASSN.
OF SOUTHERN CALIF.
WILL R. FORKER."

'Voice' Makes
Public List Of
Delinquents

San Francisco, Mar. 18, 1938.
Voice of the Federation.
Dear Sirs and Brothers:
Enclosed is a copy of a letter
from the President of the Maritime
Federation asking that the "Liberty" magazine be placed on the
"Do Not Patronize" list.
Will you kindly reprint this letter so the members can judge for
themselves the type of editorials
appearing in the Macfadden publications.
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
DISTRICT COUNCIL No. 2,
Z. R. BROWN, Secretary.
San Francisco, Mar. 3, 1938,
TO ALL DISTRICT COUNCILS:
Dear Sirs and Brothers:
I wish to report on a matter
which I think the District Councils
should give some attention. The
March 5 edition of "Liberty," which
is a 13ernar Macfadden publication,
contained an editorial by Macfadden himself and a story by Corley
M cDarment.
The articles are too long to put
into this letter but certain statements are so vicious toward the
merchant seamen that I deem it
advisable to have it brought to your
attention. I will quote a few paragraphs from Macfadden's editorial
which Is entitled, "Our Merchant
Marine Smells to High Heaven":
"Every man and woman employed in the merchant marine should
be enlisted in the navy, and they
should have the same patriotic
spirit with which our bluejackets
are inspired.
"And there are numerous squareshouldered patriotic Americans who
would gladly take over every job
that can be made available in our
merchant marine AT ANY PRICE,
provided they could be a part of
our navy.
"There is only one way to save
this deplorable. situation . . . the
remedy is clear as the noonday sun
, make our entire merchant marine a pant of our navy. Hundreds
of thousands of unemployed young
men who are idly waiting for jobs
would make almost any SACRIFICE
TO BECOME A PART OF THE
AMERICAN NAVY."
This gives you an idea of the
type of man Macfadden is and how
vicious he is towards the merchant
seamen. I would suggest and recommend that if, as it appears, this is
his policy that we immediately
boycott all of his publications, and
further that we request all other
labor organizations to do likewise,
because he definitely shows that
he is not for labor—in fact, hates

deavor to get the united action and
cooperation of all unions affiliated
with the Maritime Federation in
San Francisco on boycotting the
POSTAL TELEGRAPH OFFICE,
located at the corner of DRUMM
and CALIFORNIA Streets. The
boycotting action is being taken
because of the fact that a phoney
named Frank Hammon has been
placed in charge of this office by
the Postal company. Hammon attempted to buy off ARTA Postal
organizers down South and also attempted to enlist Postal workers
in a phoney company-controlled
union.
Inasmuch as all Postal offices in
San Francisco are organized under
ARTA with closed shep agreements, it is important that ONLY
THE OFFICE SPECIFIED BE
BOYCOTTED. In view of these
facts, Marine Local No. 3 passed
the following motion by an unanimous vote:
"That ARTA delegates to San
Francisco District Council No. 2
shall stand instructed to ask cooperation of all Unions affiliated
with the Council to refrain from
giving any of their telegraph
business to the POSTAL TELEGRAPH OFFICE LOCATED AT
CALIFORNIA A ND DRUMM
STREETS until such time as
phoney Hammon is ousted."
ARTA will advise District Cowscil No. 2 when this has been accomplished.
Submitted by: R. M. HANSEN,
ARTA Delegate to D. C. No. 2.
LETTER FROM FEDERATION
March 8, 1938,
TO ALL DISTRICT COUNCILS:
Dear Sirs and Brothers:
Senate Resolution 231, calling for
a Senate Committee of' five members to investigate all matters relating to existing conditions in the
American Merchant Marine, was
passed by the Senate on February
25. On February 28 the following
special committee was appointed:
Royal S. Copeland (Dem., New
York).
D. Thomas (Dem.,
Elberg
Utah)
Vic Donahey (Dem., Ohio).
Frances T. Maloney (Dem.,
Con n.)
Arthur H. Vandenberg (Rep.,

Ladies
Auxiliary
Notes
AUXILIARY No. 1
San Francisco, March 10,
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS: The unity of S
men and Longshoremen in 1934
was the means by which we w
in; ourd strike against the
e twonewrs
ahbillxi
s
WHEREAS: This unity between
Seamen and Longshoremen h
been drawn closer together by th
Maritime Federations of the Path'.
Coast, through which the 1936as worn, and present hiring
wasn
strike
al
hall and conditions were maintai
ed;
WHEREAS: The shipowners at
elements within the Maritime Federation have done all within th
power to destroy the federation,
and
WHEREAS: The Maritime Fe
eration stands as the main bulwark
against the shipowners and unju
nst itmaritime workagainst
legislation
uerefne
era;
RESOLVED: That the Women's Auxiliary No. 1 to the M
ritime Federation reiterate its
unqualified support of the Maritime Federation of the Pacifi
Coast, and that we stand unalterably opposed to any move tha
would split the unity of the Federor divide the seame
be
from the longshoremen; and
it further
RESOLVED: That since the Fe
Coas
eration has aided the Pacific
and
secure
to
maritime workers
conditions,'
maintain our present
capable
still
is
it
that we feel
it fiserving our needs; and be

nally
condemn
RESOLVED: That we
or
shipowners
the
the efforts of
Ma
any other group to split the
an
to
or'
d
s
e
fi
f d iatattiio
e lanedet
form
this
Adopted at a meeting of
(
date.)
AUXILIARY
THE WOMEN'S
. MARITI
1 RTAOTIgòHNE
.E
OD
E
NO.
* * * *

S. F. AND OAKLAND

Francis
The Oakland and San
of th
1,
and
2
Auxiliaries Nos.
joi
a
Maritime Federation held
17
March
on
business meeting
Valencia St
San Francisco at 136
D
Patricks'
St.
a
after which
.he San
aril/yedN nb.y 1t
i xis:
rcnheetsonnn wAats
lurra
F
.
for
The two auxiliaries have
nse
a
in
engaged
some time been
terminated on
bership drive which
figures were
final
March 10. The
men
i ailiary 46 new
natinlceirsseowAiAtuhixix
Oakland
Auxiliary
able."
Francisco
bers and San
the S
"Inter-union friction."
43 new members, therefore
of
efficiency
"To increase the
rewarded
iary
crews."
e
cIidriveo
discipline
cnt
o tehset
"To restore order and
l
A new membership
busine
on our ships."
was opened at the joint
terminate
This information is being passed
meeting which will
up
on to your as it is the latest reJuly. Other subjects taken
situation
ceived at this office.
The
the meeting were:
Fraternally yours,
boycott, DesCrockett, Japanese
OF
of ne
MARITIME FEDERATION
discussion
mond milk bill, a
THE PACIFIC COAST,
and by
pins for both auxiliaries
(Signed) JOHN KUCIN,
resolution w
unanimous vote, a
the
adopted strongly condemning
Bridges.
persecution of Harry
,
n LYN RUSFELDT
E
Co
Publicity
Chairman
Auxilia
*
mate; CWomen's
1:edMaritime
No.
I 1 of the c
get us in a bad position over the
oration.
Hagstrom incident.
We feel that within another week
COUNCIL No
we will have a definite answer as DISTRICT
” wrtyal sLett's
nntth,
elilpa
a sivs
"A
n
e AnTlea
to whether or not the employer's haS
vE

Mich
This committee is scheduled to
meet in San Francisco April 25,
and according to the resolution that
was adopted, this committee's scope
will be large and far-reaching.
Some of the points in the resolution are:
labor.
"Insubordination and lack of disHoping you will take action on
this and boycott his publications, cipline an American vessels."
"Labor conditions in the Ameriand publicize same, I remain,
can merchant marine are deplorFraternally yours,

MARITIME FEDERATION
OF THE'PACIFIC COAST,
(Signed) J. W. ENGSTROM,
President.
LETTER FROM ARTA, LOCAL 3
The following were taken up at
the regular meeting March 15 of
Distriet Council No. 2:
At a recent regular meeting of
Marine ARTA, Local No. 3, the
Secretary of ARTA Telegraph, Local No. 30 requested Marine ARTA
through a marine member to en-

Warehousemen ILWU 1-6

By order of the Editorial Board
and Board of Trustees the delinquent accounts, difficult of collection by the "Voice of the FederaThe forerring is an outline on
tion," are published herewith.
our negotiations for new contracts:
As the Brothers and Sisters
M. S. Brady, Panama, $24.00.
N.M.U., Houston Branch, $115.00. know, we have made no progress
R. Graham, Jacksonville, Florida, for quite some time. We knew
the employers were stalling for a
$40.00.
Palmer, Boston, Mass., purpose. When the strike and lockJon
out of Hagstrom came we realized
$38.00.
St. Johns I n n, Jacksonville, this was the reason that we had
made no headway in negotiations.
Florida, $6.40.
Welders' Intl, Los Angeles, Cal., Since this "show down" fight staged
by the employers has collapsed, we
$9.00.
Central Labor Council, Spokane, are now resuming negotiations.
There has been some discussion
Wash., $3.20.
Mariners' Club, Manila, P. I., one one contract for the entire union and its members. We are not
$17.00.
New Era Bookshop, Portland. opposed to such a contract, providing that all of the industries do not
Ore., $11.00.
Billy Davis, Firemen, Baltimore, expire on the same date.
We are for such a contract if
Md., $329.38.
Marine Firemen, Boston. Mass., we can get proper termination
dates because it will eliminate a
$84.00.
Mobile Port Comm„ Mobile, Ala., lot of useless negotiating in regards to clauses like seniority,
$123.26.
hiring through the hall, union
N.M.U., Galveston, Tex., $99.65.
N.M.U., (B. Spaulding), Phila- recognition, vacations with pay,
etc. Wages and hours, we would
delphia, Pa., $69.46.
N.M.U., Headquarters, New York negotiate with each industry.
There has been no definite agreeCity, $1,175.32.
1.L.A. No. 1274, Mobile, Ala., ment on any of these points—but
we have discussed it informally
$85.80.
I.L.A. No, 38-130, Victoria, B. C., with the attorneys for the San
Francisco Association of Distribu$11.00.

I.L.A. No. 38-124, San Francisco, tors.
WATCH STEP
Calif., $15.50.
The membership must realize
I.L.A. No. 38-110, Newport, Ore.,
that our union has become one of
$17.00.
I.L.A. No. 38-100, San Francisco, the most important unions in the
Bay Area and at all times we must
Calif., $74.50.
watch our step to be sure that the
"Relief is not the panacea for employers do not manipulate anunemployment but legitimate gain- other Hagstrom affair on us.
The Stewards should be very
ful employment.—"Mayor F. H. Lacareful in taking up disputes beGuardia, New York City.
cause all of our members know
how the employers maneuvered to
Attend your Union Meeting

once
will agree to have a standard form
egnuests at
yiel opfarott r
f i 1one
i mneel Federation.nt oT
cotm
contract with negotiations for rthei
Mar
Party
Hard
wages and hours held with each
bY
given
industry, and also different termi- 12 at the Sailors' Hall,
the
of
Auxiliary
the Women's
nation dates.
I will explain why we want different terminations dates. For example, if we agree to one termination date for all contracts, and if
the grocery industry wanted to open
its contract and all of the other
membere of our union were satisfied with their contracts and wanted to leave them go for another
year, all contracts would be automatically opened whether or not
we wanted them to be.
This would put us in a very bad
position to enforce our demands in
any particular industry and would
give the employers the chance to
try to shut clown the entire industry if he had trouble at one.
We also believe that we would
have more peaceful relationships
with the employers if the termination dates were staggered throughout the year.
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(By V. J. MALONE)

ILWU 1-10 NOTES

Additional Rank & File Letters
PLEA FOR SOLDIERS

CLARIFIES ISSUES
Yep! You could tell it was going siderable progress has been made
San Francisco, Mar. 20, 1938.
San Francisco, March 21.
to be a hectic meeting. Regular towards cutting down our mountain
buttons
should
get
their
permit
men
HEARINGS
BOARD
LABOR
Editor:
_Award D. Vandeleur's statement local unions remember their obliEditor:
seagoing firemen who have not of debts.
Labor Relation Board hearings to now and wear them on the job.
We, of the maritime industry,
before
the Teamsters' convention- gations and duties. Any mistake
Several bills have been wiped off determine whether or not the ILWU
In last week's issue of the Voice pride
spoken on the floor for years were
FUNNY
SHIPOWNERS
ARE
ourselves on our progressivee're going to have a real show- you make, those fellows out on the
you published a letter from E. G. ness
to be seen in isolated spots, and entirely by mutual consent, to the is the choice of Pacific Coast LongPEOPLE
and on the aid and impetus
down very shortly"—and his charge highways of the nation are the men
in the focscles swinging their arms tune of over seven thousand dol- shoremen to act as their bargaining
Continuing on with his merry Arnold, SUP member. This letter we have given the labor
- t a "group from the East Coast who suffer."
movement
and hollering—"Mister Chairman lars; fifteen hundred dollars in cash agent will be resumed here next little policy of trying to jam his is in reply.
In this country and yet there is a
—most of whom I call thugs" has
May we inform Mr. Vandeleur and Brothers! Unaccustomed as I has been paid on old bills, and, in
I believe, Arnold, if you had a group of men and women whom
Friday. According to reports, the own peculiar interpretation of the
'•a brought in, brought a blasting that he is correct when he said a
am to public speaking:" and so on; addition the big bill for new books shipowners and their stooges from award down the throats of water- copy of the letter you responded we seem to have
entirely forgotten.
enial and answer from George real showdown will come very
and so forth. One oldtimer told and leather book folders, amount- 113 Steuart Street are scheduled to front workers, Almon E. Roth has to when you wrote yours, you would
Men who many of us know, men
N.AZ elf, president and business man- shortly. California labor in general
me—"I haven't been able to get the ing to almost one thousand dollars, be heard, Their testimony is ex- once more violated the agreement not have so completely miscon- who have
sailed with us, who have
r of the Alaska Cannery Work- as well as the cannery workers in
floor since 1935. I'll send a tele- has been paid.
pected to reach a new high in corn- (so sacred when he wants it to be), strued many things as you did. In stood weary hours of picket duty
ers Union, Local No. 5, CIO, today. particular, will no longer tolerate
The previous ill-fated administragram in to Stack asking for it."
edy and many a good hearty laugh disrupted Pacific Coast shipping the first place please do not say with us, who have suffered with
he Alaska Cannery Workers labor fakers of the Vandeleur,
Brer Stack's receipt books were tion made a splash by chiselling is in order for rank and filers who and put the shipowners out on a that I maintained your UNION was us and have
nobely aided us in
who
atUpton has petitioned the National Cowan and West types,
in the Treasurer's hands for two on the boys in the hospital, cutting take in the show. Incidentally if very shakey limb by locking out anti-union in connection with the our fights to gain
the conditions
, or Relations Board to certify tempt to split its ranks, and pitch days while the brother neglected his them to four-bits a week each.
do go, don't forget to eat at the San Pedro longshoremen because Seafarer's Federation plan. I re- we are enjoying today. It is easy
you
resultthem as the bona fide Union for one group against another,
duties as patrolman to drum up We have not chiselled on them, but BEAR LUNCH, a restaurant that they refused to violate the award. ferred to the plan itself and not ,for Its to set at home
well fed, safe
ective bargaining, and in less ing in disaster.
trade for the opposition for Thurs- have paid them each a dollar week- contributed generously during the In 1935, at the request of those very your membership.
and sound and argue pro and on
than ten days over 1200,
members,
We are certain that the rank day night. Indefatiguable com- ly, total weekly benefits running
strike, but which has received little same shipowners, Judge Sloss hanI know too many good, honest as to the right and wrongness Of
A
h from 2 to 35 years experience, and file of the Teamsters will not rades scurried to and fro, lining over fifty dollars weekly.
In return because of its uptown lo- ded down an award that discharg- heads in your organization to ever their status, to say why didn't they
aVe signed cards giving the Union
allow themselves to be led by up support to disenfranchise the
We have, in addition, buried four cation.
ing or loading cars when a ship was write such a thing. Recalling the stay here and keep their
noses out
an hority to represent them.
Vandeleur and Beck into another branches, and gag the membership members. That's another four hunnot at the dock was car work and whole 1934 strike, which has mel- of other peoples'
LONGSHOREMEN /aCT
business. Yes, it
Vandeleur's collaboration with waterfront "fiasco" like that of on the ships by stopping a referen- dred dollars.
the
longshoremen.
Their patience fast ebbing in the did not belong to
lowed now into a very precious Is easy to talk that way.
th packers, growers and proces- 1937. Likewise we are confident dum vote.
The branches are starting to co- face of a continued "boycott" of The shipowners then signed an
But the fact remains that there
memory, and since then, I know of
operate in the financial end. Port- 010 lumber carried on by top of- agreement covering this work with
s and Associated Farmers," stat- that the Sailors and Engineers
SPEECHES GALORE
no other organization that, WHEN are a large group of our brothers
ed Woolf, "is too well known to will have no part In the doings
Strange to say, the petition for land cut out a patrolman, saving ficials of the Carpenters' Union who the Warehousemen.
THE ISSUES ARE CLEAR, has fighting in Spain, not for money,
honest men in the organized of Mr. Vandeleur. As to the dirty the recall of the secretary, failed forty bucks a week. Seattle has are acting without sanction of the
ROTH'S PLAN
more rank and file honest guts not for glory but because rightly
labor movement and his efforts in dozen or so "longshoremen" to make its appearance. Rumors sent almost six hundred dollars to rank and file of the Carpenters' UnNow Almon E. (of Stanford fame) than
the Sailors' Union of the Pa- or wrongly they believe enough
trig charters, putting hand-picked whom Vandeleur claims will work circulating from the underworld Frisco, Pedro three hundred, and ion, the membership of ILWU 1-10 has a little plan all his own. He cific.
in democracy to offer all any
stooges in the AFL unions, and his the ships, well, we guess the region of Haight Street state that paid an extra hundred dollars on voted authority to their officials to would have the longshoremen disman can, his life.
And
that
is
why,
contrary
to
a royal of a 10-hour day with no Maritime Federation and the it was summarily yanked because old bills.
tie up ships carrying lumber desig- charge cargo from cars to lifts when
Yet comparatively speaking these
what
you
say,
I
am
not
worried
NEED CONSIDERATION
cnefits, is proof of the sell-out powerful ILWU will handle that the petitioneers were receiving a
nated as fair by the carpenters of- no ship is at the dock. Then when
men
(and women) are getting very
in
the
least
about
your
rank and
end very nicely, thank you.
When you figure these things ficials when such action would "be the ship arrives he would order two
tactics he employs.
tough reception on the ships. The
file membership, any more than, little aid from us. Zero weather,
He attempts to incite Teamsters
Mr. Vandeleur, wire, like Dave regular seagoing firemen don't mind out, the branches are entitled to most effective." The membership hook men and one lift jitney driver.
as a CIO affiliate, we are wor- beans and donkey meat is their
Sometimes of ILWU 1-10, in taking this action This is a very neat little plan. It
and other organizations to actual Beck, is always thinking in terms their officers being continually some consideration.
ried about the rank and file mem- fare and cigarettes, worth their
• fare in an effort to ship to of "goon squads," charges that we verbally blasted. That's one of headquarters can be •wrong, some- kept in mind its policy that all un- would eliminate entirely the carweight in gold, medical aid and
bership, anymore than, as a CIO
Alaska a dual organization that are importing thugs from the East. the prerequisites of office in the times the branches can be wrong, ion made products are fair, whether men. It would eliminate the dock
supplies are absolutely dependent
affiliate,
we
are
worried
about
for the most part recruited by We say that in our Union, as well M.F.O.W. But when it comes to but when a deadlock exists, there CIO or AFL, but at the same time gang. And also it would eliminate
the rank and file members of the on us. I can easily imagine how
mail. In his hysteria he condemns as in any CIO Union, this has never cutting a man's throat because he can be only one way to break that they will not idly stand by while about 50 per cent of the working
those brothers feel, sick, perhaps
AFL.
' National Labor Relations Board been nor will ever be the policy. believes in upholding his principles, deadlock and have the coast co- top officials of the AFL carry on teamsters, since handling cargo unwounded and not even a cigarette
"Order out of chaos?" . .. most
operating again, and that's to sub- a boycott of the products of one mill der Roth's plan would be much
and charges it with favoritism."
Our strength lies in our united then it's a different story.
let alone a square meal and proper
The fireworks started when mit the questions to a referendum only and which is carried on solely cheaper by rail, At present 70 per- assuredly, Brother Arnold, but only medical aid.
"
conclusion, Woolf stated, "We memberships, in our great solidarcent of the cargo is hauled by team. through straight roads and not by
in the bay region.
How will they feel, especially
ave no thugs—we will rely on the ity and in the democratic manner the minutes of the special meet- vote of the entire membership.
Yes sir, Roth's plan for increasing loitering down by-paths of "Inde- when they come back,
ing
were
on
the
list
is
our
read.
Yates
was
Next
big
bill
the
EYE
OPENERS
strugin
the
our
affairs,
RB and the support of the Mari- of running
as some of
leadoff man, making a motion to old friend Uncle Sam. What a
An example of the methods these the ranks of the unemployed could pendence" and the formation of them are bound to? Will they still
IL e Federation of the Pacific and gle for economic gains as well as
dual federations.
t4e organizations we have worked in fighting against enemies within concur with the condemnation of Sword of Damocles to hang over- officials resort to can be seen in a only be bettered by using robots in
want to call US brothers? I think
AGAINST UNITY
this unspeakable wretch Malone, head
Previous administrations sworn statement given before the place of men.
not.
. h under signed agreements for our own ranks.
PLAN HITS SNAG
These methods repel all unity
and disassociate ourselves entire- have paid no unemployment tax or Portland Grand Jury by one of their
So, to all you men of all unions
over two years!"
BULCKE TO SPEAK
However, there is one little snag and cohesion and are in effect a who consider
said:
Garner.
Garner
ly
from
the
Social
since
Caesar
Edwin
referendum
ballot
beSecurity
Julius
goons,
yourselves to be unGermaine Bulcke, vice-president
GEORGE WOOLF.
"Arrangements had been made in the way. Longshoremen, ware- betrayal and defilement of every ion men, in the fullest sense of
wore rompers. We'll probably have
Alaska Cannery Workers Union,
of the ILWU, 1-10, and a member ing put out by the branches.
Continuing, the erring had spoke to mortgage Brudder Stack, our with a photographer to take pic- housemen and teamsters are not so worker's sense of organizational the word, when you go to your
Local 5, UCAPAWA. of the Executive Board of Labor's
picket line and any dumb. They realize exactly what awareness. Just a word on the mo- union meetings bring out these
*
0
*
*
Non-Partisan League, has been in- brilliantly in favor of headquarters one prize asset, to meet that one. tures of this
that might take Mr. Roth is trying to do and they tives behind the separate federa- facts and instruct your
action
police
The
best
part
of
four
grand.
Wow!
cutting
off
its
right
arm,
to
wit:
. ellowing before the Western vited to speak at a regular busidelegates
are solidly backing each other. Fur- tion idea. Let's not get confused to the District
place.
HIGHLIGHTS OF REPORT
Councils to formuinference of Teamsters, Edw. D. ness meeting of the ACWU, Local San Pedro Branch, hacking off its
know
their
rights on this: the motives may be en- late some sort of
left arm; Seattle Branch, gnawing
"It had been pre-arranged that thermore, they
Jimmy Quinn turned in his usual
V ndeleur, this arch labor faker 5, Sunday, March 27, at 1 p. m.
a plan to raise
of the picket line should under the agreement and are going tirely worthy, however incorrect money for the benefit and aid
Brother BuIcke being well versed off its left leg; the Portland sizeable work sheet for the week. members
of
sell-out artist of California,
to keep those rights. As example may be the method.
these brothers of ours who are in
Stated that a real showdown was in the activities of the League, is Branch, and finishing up the job In addition to the usual beefs, he take opposing sides and make it
tearing out of its sockets in the was asked to go up before the appear that a fight was going on, of the solidarity of the workers in
The seafaring groups' have prob- Spain.
hig, probably soon after April in a position to give a clear picture by
right
leg, or the Honolulu Branch. Superior' Court to appear for the and draw the police into the pic- the face of this attack is shown by lems that have no direct relation
Make them proud that they are
in the waterfront controversy of the present day situation in the
so that it appeared to be the fact that patrol cars are ridden For instance, I believe that if only
members of the Maritime Federa✓ the Alaska cannery workers. political field and we anticipate a Finishing up the job with a veiled Union on behalf of one of the ture
threat that if the secretary didn't brothers who had gone bughouse. hard-fought battle to maintain the by three men—a longshoreman, a to some of .the shoreside groups. tion of the Pacific Coast.
The AFL had reorganized the very interesting address.
picket line. These pictures were warehouseman and a teamster—a the sea-faring groups handled the
Sincerely,
'Up, he said, only to have George Publicity Committee, Alaska Can- do what Yates and Stack told him (No, not the sekkitrery. His turn
sent to Los Angeles to es- perfect lineup that will insure a vic- recent beef on the fruit line ships,
later
comes
in
a
to
do,
then
it
would
be
just
too
few
more
weeks.)
DON AUSTIN, SUP 2980.
V oolf, with the backing of Harry
nery Workers Union, Local No. 5,
The brother in question, Teddy tablish the fact that It was a tory.
It might have been settled in a
CIO, 32 Clay St., San Francisco, blankety blank well blanked bad
dges, import "thug's" from the
In addition, the shipowners are profitable and constructive way and
blanked
blank
for
the
blankety
Rivers,
had got that way from legitimate picket line and was be"I wish to affirm may &trona aud
szst Coast to start an opposition
Calif. Henry Valli, Chairman;
blan secretary.
worrying too much. A bit of rest ing maintained with difficulty. not so hot over this latest brain- not end in the scandalous manner considered opinion of the merit of
Ben Fee, Karl Yoneda.
union.
STILL MORE SPEECHES
and freedom from hearing Stack's What we wanted to show was a storm of _Almon's. They realize that it did. But to form a dual savings bank life insuramate"—
andeleur also declared, in his
With that as the leadoff, the rigamarole every Thursday night riot picture and they got it. This that this beef that Roth has got federation alongside of the Mari- Gov. Lehman of New York.
moment of desperation, that the
battle went hammer and tongs. will fix him up fine. However, dur- was all staged by members of them into is a bum one, just as was time ,Federation of the Pacific is
"Any attempt to weaken the
' Longshoremen had threatened
the Seattle lockout engineered by not the way to meet this problem merit
The roof rose and fell as the suc- ing the hearing Jimmy was asked our own picket line."
system and to substitute any
to prevent the departure of the
Roth. Marine Terminals, tired of
TIME FOR ACTION
cessive bleats of hot air whacked so many questions by the doctors,
and results of that move are swift- set of qualifications or disqualificaL workers. In order to comfort
These facts speak for themselves. Roth's stubborn and arbitrary pol- ly proving so.
It, and the sailors' microphone will lawyers, and judge that for a
tions other than merit is a di.mot
iiinself and a handful of his
There was no bona-fide union in- icy, has broken from the rest of the
while
never
be
the
he
same
again.
had
dizzy
spells,
thinking
blow at American democraoy, no
a oges, he visualized 700 AFL longThe
duplication
of
the
word
ships.
Tom
Kerry capped Yates' that they thought he was the var- volved. The picket line was not shipowners and is working its
matter how this attack is coughed."
,remen ready to load ships, .and
"Federation"
was
a
mistake
and
speech with a nice comeback. mint that had gone nuts, and the legitimate, yet the officials "staged" The steamschooner Celilo, now in
—Stanley M. Isaacs, Manhattan
sailors and engineers agreeing to
to
think
of
an
actual
chartered
ship"If," quothe he, "Brother Yates other man was appearing for him. a riot in order to fool the public into this port, is being boycotted by
- And there would be no trouble
organization with units paying a borough president, referring to the
believing their company unions were pers because she worked in Pedro.
The
states
this
ballot
is
as
phoney
MAPELE
came
in
with
a
getting licensed officers either, acper capita tax to it within or red scare over an appointee, Simon
DIVERTED CARGO
MILWAUKEE (FP).—A new gag as a nine dollar bill, then the nice little yarn. Just before leav- unions in fact. The present lumber
ding to him.
without
the MFP, is, as I wrote W. Gerson.
In view of that fact that they have
in fighting unionism—a company- ballot being put out by Yates' ing the Hooloolooloo Isles, a mess- boycott is being "staged" much in
Tw o important developments
letter, in effect an
in
my
first
a good beef, that they have the
sponsored sitdown—was resorted to clique is as phoney as an eleven boy quit. Pulling away from
the the same manner. If these officials
"Schuschnigg sought to obtain
1" ely have undoubtedly prompted
anti-union move and productive
all
labor
in
San
solid
backing
of
Corp.,
by the A. F. Gallun & Sons
dollar bill."
dock, another hopped off, leaving are successful in "staging" this
support from the workers, whom
ties harangings from Vandeleur.
of
no
end
of
confusion
and
dislocal tannery at which 250 memWhile the average guys in the the ship Frisco bound with no mess- phoney boycott in San Francisco, it Pedro and that there can be but integration.
his predecessor, Dollfuss, crushed
P. et, during last week the National
one outcome—victory, San Pedro
bers of the United Shoe Workers back seats were yawning and men to dish out the
in the little civil war of February,
garbage for the will not be long before they also
a or Relations Board issued
I
believe
Anyone
should
see
that
(C10) are on strike.
try to make use of the "goon" longshoremen have adopted a policy
twitching, uneasily watching the CIVW.
charges 'against Vandeleur that he
even those who first sponsored such 1934. The workers were ready to
The sitdown, by several hundred clock, speaker after speaker got
which they used against CIO not to involve any other local. They
squads
In
the
come to his aid, but it was too
emergency, the wipers took
,. mbined to interfere with the
take the position that other locals a spurious and falacious idea, now
scabs and strike-breakers, took on the job. Hour after
hour flitted over the messboys' duties, getting mills in Portland. The longshoreself-organization of the (cannery)
union late."—New York Times account
seafaring
see
it
that
way.
If
a
as
long
diverted
cargo
after
a
labor
should
work
place several days
by, and still the clang blasted bal- their own pay and not being re- men do not want phoney boycotts
council were proposed to meet and of last hours of Austrian Inde- ..PleYea and the freedom of col- board examiner directed the comand gonna in or around the Bay as an attempt is made to use strikelot
was
being
alternately
praised
quired
to
turn
to
down
in
the
enproblems pertaining only pendence,
lective bargaining in order to set pany to break relations with its "inbreakers. Perhaps this tie-up may handle
and condemned.
gineroom for it, and, in addition, the Area. The best way to stop such
'
seafarer's
interests, and then
to
the
through the California State dependent" union, reinstate strikactivities is by action now. Taking at least serve to clear up the conFinally, after three hours of messboys pay.
Vb-deration of Labor, cannery worktheir
findings
as a report, still keep some individuals at the
bring
to
as
to
mind
Almon
E.'s
to
their
jobs,
dismiss
in
ers
former
fusion
blah, the vote was taken, and the
Well, they turned out to be better action now by tieing up one or two
head of some groups.
unions which would be sub- strikebreakers and rehire with full
which union represents the long- at least, to the district councils of
lumber
with
of
these
lumber
scows
secretary stood condemned by a messmen than the mliginals. They
.1...rvient to the operators and proANOTHER HERRING
the Maritime Federation, I doubt
all
the
spite
of
shoremen.
For
in
back pay CIO men who were fired
vote of 233 to 141. Sad to say, on should have been at $110 a month. "fair" to the Brotherhood Officials
And that pie-card herring, like
cessors association."
dilly dallying with injunctions, court If anyone would oppose it.
,just before the strike was called.
bring
this
thing
to
a
head
in
will
the same night, the branches voted They also put in for overtime for
the red herring, is dragged about
. econdly, our union has also The strike began over four
ROUSES DISTRUST
orders, and pay-offs for stooges,
months to
uphold the secretary, assistant Saturday afternoons and Sundays. short order.
filed a petition with the NLRB, ago.
If the Seafarer's Federation move by the very groups that produced
shipping stops when the memberPERMIT
MEN
secretary, and treasurer by a vote The thunderous NO from the shipwas just to answer this obvious the very conditions that allowed
, . big them to certify our Local,
In a fake protest against the
New buttons for permit men are ship of the ILWU is not working.
of almost 400 to 10. Now, play owners' port committee shook the
No. 5, CIO, as the bona fida barneed the motive was excellent, but pie cards to exist as such. There
Take note, Almon!
board's decision, the scabs laid clown
from
obtained
be
may
on
hand
and
ning agency for the cannery their tools for 30 minutes, at the that on your piano and find what Embarcadero.
the procedure and tactics and ac- is no room for pie cards in the
J. SCHOMAKER,
G. Bulcke. A charge of 10 cents is
tune it calls! The coastwise rank
MOVE WE ADJOIN!
-Workers. And to the dismay of Vancall of the self-styled independent
ILWU Pub. Committee. tual separation advocated was a CIO. It simply isn't built Nat way.
costs. All
printing
to
cover
made
And
It wux close to midnight, it wuz,
And so, Brother Arnold, thank
bit too raw and unmistakable to
we have an ample number union. The benevolent employer, and file want the ballot!
the coastwise rank and file will and, right slap bang in the middle
L' pledges signed by legitimate
not arouse immediate suspicion and you for your letter. You're looking
who had bitterly fought the CIO
of communications, a holler went
FOMENT TROUBLE
straight at the same things I am.
cannery workers who have worked strike, had no objection to the scab get it.
distrust of motives involved.
Since the new administrative of- up—MOVE WE ADJOIN—and ads the different packers in Alaska sitdown and made no effort to deKANSAS CITY, Ho. (FP)—In an
One more ccirrection. You qouted You're a little ways down an occaficers have been in power, con- joined we were.
ever since union organization.
effort to break a strike of truck
me incorrectly by substituting the sional by-path, but you remember
duct wages for the half-hour.
, . ut nothing could stop Vandedrivers at one lumber company, 20
word "politician" where I used the the road. Your letter was sincere
The CIO union branded the sitin
A.R.T.A.
leur in his union busting activities. as company-inspired, designed
the
announced
lumber
companies
word
"leaders," meaning union and not unkindly. And It was into
•
Two men shipped.
telligent . . . which is the very
closing down of their yards. The
leaders.
he came out openly with the bolster the company's plans to fight
* * *
move is interpreted as pressure by
No one that I know of is advo- reason I know that we'll be seeing
tflieat: "We are going to have a through the courts against the lar 1 fight and a real showdown bor board's order. "Comic opera sitthe companies to force city offiI.L.W.U. (1-10)
cating "leaving our union affairs you in the CIO.
Fraternally,
ast7 shortly."
cials to 'place armed guards on
entirely in the hands of the politiVery slack week.
down" was the description given to
• • •
F. W. McCORMICK,
lumber trucks.
cian." We are not concerned about
DISREGARDS TOBIN
the demonstration. Meanwhile, the
• , andeleur made this statement CIO union is militantly pressing its
MC&S No. 1888.
(Continued from Page 1)
We
do
know
that
politpoliticians.
waterfront unions. The system,
M.E.B.A.
or "War to the finish" after Presi- strike, confident of victory.
are advising all San Francisco
ical action is required time and
briefly, is to talk peace and harreplaceKraft
five
the
for
shipped;
drivers
Salesmen
E One man
- , sit Tobin of the Teamsters warnshippers to clear the docks of
mony and, at the same time, beat
again. All labor groups will vote
Cheese Co., organized in Oakland
ments and two night engineers.
ed the assembly that:'"As the
freight indicates that they are
Mr. Merriam for governor El
against
them to death with lockouts.
Attend your Union Meeting
head
Union,
•
Drivers
*
*
Wagon
the Milk
- . this great union it is my duty
at least toying with the idea of
this summer because he is against
And all in all, it's not such a. have struck in demand for a $42.50
to see to it that men representing
M.M.& Ps
spreading the lockout to the Bay good system, as employers are belabor's interests. Is that just an
Patronize VOICE Advertisers
weekly minimum, as against the
.....m.
week.
F.
Very
poor
Region.
economic action? Don't be silly.
ginning to find out. Ir every in- company's offer of $37.50.
• 0 •
Secretary of Labor Francis Per- stance where it has been attempted
Or would you classify hurried
kins has appointed an arbitrator, it has created costly turmoil and
airplane trips to Washington to
SCALERS
CINCINNATI—(FP)—The labor
Attorney Albert A. Rosenshine of ended in the unions coming out
speak against certain bills before
EAT AT THE
Work still slow.
San Francisco. So far all negotia- stronger and more closely united board here has issued complaints,
the Congress, not a political ac• • *
tions have been deadlocked by em- than ever.
tion?
Economic action of course
unionism,
charging company
WAREHOUSEMEN
ployers' refusal to back down on
is swell, but don't be so naive
There is more than a little evi- against the Princess Garment Co.
their demands on the question of
as to try and determine where
Work continues to be slow.
dence that employers generally are and
Ham-ford Frocks, Inc. Bonnie
* 0 *
100 Golden Gate at Jones carloading.
economic action ends and politgetting fed up with the famous
HOW THEY WORK
ENTERTAINMENT
,
Bros., Inc., distillers, Louisville,
ical action begins. The two are
BARGEMEN
Roth system. As for the unions,
8 P. M. to 1A. M.
The college-educated technique of
interwoven inextricably.
Five men below normal.
they never did fall for it. A lock- Ky., accused of discharging 14
the Palo Alto wonder boy, Almon
Now, your "gargantuan monster"
• * *
60 SIXTH STREET
out is a lockout whether it is served employes because they joined the
San Francisco
E. Roth, and the neighborly inthe CIO. There can be no objecwith a growl or with a genial smile. Distillery Workers Union (A. F. L.)
0.
W.
F.
&
M.
W.
fluence of Herbert Hoover are
tion to regional directors, execu936 Market St.
Ninety-five men shipped.
DETERMINED STAND
apparent in this new employer
tive councils, committees, etc., in
Attend your Union Meeting
0
A Friendly, Popular Priced
WONDERFUL BOX:
move. Roth, a former official at
The Los Angeles situation is costany national organization. They are
Credit House
236
Stanford University and a neigh- ly on both sides of the fence. But
SCORE
TO
necessities
in
26
maintaining
LUNCH INCLUDES
absolute
101 GOLDEN GATE
Patronize VOICE Advertisers
bor of Hoover's, was brought up to the men are solidly united and
tiy2aatiroen.
t
a
hie
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A
NEW
labor
YORK
AT JONES STREET
CI
San Francisco some time ago to determined to stick it out and deout of step they can
board election among employes of
PIE, CAKE AND FRUIT
ELICIOUS
replace ThoThas G. Plant and pro- feat the lockout system once and strike and win higher wages, they the Atlantic Basin Iron Works, be changed in a rank and file orONLY 25 CENTS
vide a liberal front for the Water- for all.
SANDWICHES
reason, then why can't we strike Inc., resulted in the selection of ganization and not tolerated be5 front Employers' Association.
57 SIXTH ST,
In practice, the lockout is an at- and force them to take lower wages the Industrial Union of Marine & cause they hold a grip over the
Bet. Market et Mission
noreott Standard Oil Products,
He was also supposed to bring tempt by employers to take over or speedups. That is what they Shipbuilding Workers as collective members through a personified leENTERTAINMENT
ALWAYS OPEN
with him a new and more effici- the strike weapon and use it for are trying to do right now in Los bargaining agent by a vote of 236 gend, personal magnetism, or any
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Large industries Sharpen Knives To Cut Down Pay Rob
Peace Goal
AUTO WORKERS FACE PAY
On
SLASH AS OPENING ATTACK Depends
New Society
STRATEGY
IN BIG BUSINESS
By CARL HAESSLER
(Federated Press)
DETROIT—Recent retreats by the United Automobile
Workers top leadership in the face of serious depression
odds are preparing the way for a drive by the motor magnates on the wage structure of the industry. General Motors
is expected to feel out the temper of the workers on a pay
slash within 30 days, following the.
example of the rubber magnates
In Akron. Other companies will
sharpen their payroll knives if GM
seems to be getting away with its
Cuts.
The temper of the rank and file
auto union members is usually
tough, however. Mass strikes may
develop if any sort of leadership
Is provided, especially since laidoff
workers with WPA jobs are now
getting more cash per month than
those still on the company time
for one day a week. Locals with
strong leadership have staved off
cuts.
The green lights for wage cuts
were unwittingly flashed by the
UAW international when it accepted the General Motors supplementary agreement and when
Pres. Martin told reporters that
he would cooperate with union
employers in reducing wages to
meet nonunion outside competition. The Gar Wood Industries,
where he approved a cut, has
now moved its coach business out
of Detroit regardless of Martin's
friendly attitude. The work was
transferred to Marysville, Mich.
But the big companies did not
feel really confident until the GM
agreement was in the bag. It supplants the supplementary pact of
last April that improved the grievance procedure won in the historic
sitdown strikes earlier last year.
Refusing to submit it to the membership for ratification, Pres. Martin and his fellow negotiators let it
be known that it was the best obtainable, bad as it is conceded to
be.
WEAPNESS SHOWN
Its weahneeses are that it vie
tually paralyzes the machinery for
adjusting grievances by limiting
the time of union committeemen in
the shop to two hours instead of
the full time hitherto permitted.
The company will pay for the two
hours a day spent on adjustments
where it used to pay for four hours.
The method of electing committeemen is so restricted that
the union will no longer be able
to use its most experienced men
for that job. The number of committeemen is also cut down absolutely and again by basing their
number on February payrolls,
when almost everybody was laid
off.
The setup is further crippled by
forbidding local union officers or
organizers to take part in adjustment conferences, unless they are
elected committeemen actually employed in their part of the plant.
Even international officers, including Martin, are prohibited from sitting in unless the plant manager
has been given 24 hours notice and
not more than two international
representatives are then allowed.
One feature of the Martin - GM
agreement that is considered unusually vicious is the clause that
compels a worker with a grievance
to sign a complaint before it will
be taken up the line. Not even in
company union days was this the
case in GM plants. Chevrolet company union practice required a written, but not a signed, complaint.
Other GM units were not even so
strict as that.
BETRAY WORKERS
The result of the signed -grievance procedure, it is pointed out by
11131011 stewards, will be that the
company gets an authoritative list
without any exertion on its own
part of the most active and courageous union members in the plant,
since timid workers will not sign
any complaints.
In other words the agreement
supplies the company automatically with a list of alleged troublemakers over their own signatures.
Labor spy outfits would have paid
fortunes for such lists in the
days before the LaFollette senate
committee exposed them.
These criticisms, couched with
vigorous profanity, were loudly and
angrily voiced by union stewards
from GM Detroit plants at a meeting that unanimously protested the
Martin agreement. The stewards
also called for an immediate conference of GM plant delegates to
consider next steps. The meeting
further directed that this conference should be held anyhow if the
International union declined to call
one.
It is at such a conference that
itzika plans may be roughly out-

SECURITY FOR
ALL REMAINS
GOAL OF PRES.

WASHINGTON (FP) — Only a
new society can guarantee a sure
and lastiag peace, Norman Thomas,
Socialist party leader, told a Town
Hall audience here.

Thomas, three times the candidate of the Socialist party for president, declared that he wanted
"houses, not battleships, and a battle against unemployment, I want
war under no pretext." He said that
called, "Keep
an organization
America Out of War Committee"
was being formed to make the
country "anti-war."

"Ultimately, of course, as I have
argued a thousand times, the price
of sure and lasting peace is a new
society. It is a federation of cooperative commonwealths organized
By Federated Press
WASHINGTON.—On the fifth an- under now loyalties and instituniversary of his inauguration, Pres- tions other than those of capitalist
ident Roosevelt discussed with nationalism," Thomas asserted.
newspapermen the events of the
past years and said that the "significant thing is that the old ship
of state is on the same course."
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Asked for a redefinition of the
$Por41o5i5G AioN•uNiont DRESS PROsocial objectives of the New Deal
DUCTioN
SwEATsaoP HAVENS IN A4
PRitEs , ARCEFFORT 10 FORCE oNFAIR CoMPEIoV,N & 101-)01 A r?._
the President said that one of the
ifiont cv,1 tusson) FtRmS. fee LhAoNs
AT &A-TRERINGS OF
objectives was the raising of the
LocAL. °mows 550
WIEN() C0 PIEET lsic CqALLENGE to DECENT S1A14DARD5
t2
t.A60R. (DANE klr,04 S.
THE vNPRE.FEDEN-reo slEp OF DRAWING THE. REBy
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purchasing power of the people and
TAILERS iNTOTKCONTRACTuAt_ RE L.AT IONSNtP.
WASHINGTON (FP)—Big busithat another was the ending of
brought out a new wrinkle
special privilege. Along the lines ness has
relations. It is the manof the latter point, he said, there in labor
report to the employes.
agement's
is still much to be done.
was put forward by
device
The
Much has already been done, he
the Johns-Manville
of
Brown
Lewis
control
crop
the
contended, citing
who issued a report to the
bill which, he said, would be of Corp.,
employes in the same manner that
great benefit to industrial workers
a report to the stockholders was
and manufacturers as well as farmpresented. Its purpose was to make
in
ers. He again declared himself
the employes feel that they have
favor of a wages and hours bill
BY S. LANSING
chase of tracts of land for housing, tion in the development of its
adding that it may not be passed a stake in the company and that
We live in an age where every- agricultural production, and indus- share or project.
management
has
best
their
interat this session although he hoped
body wants to be happy and to trial uses. Individuals in the retirests at heart.
GREAT POSSIBILITIES
it would.
have all the necessities of life that ed groups will often be better off
trained engineers, builders,
The
Labor
officials
viewed
here
the
Mr. Rooirevelt emphatically exmachines can produce, and inven- with a few hours a day of light
and organizers of our country, who
pressed opposition to the omission report with cynicism recalling tors have made it possible for all
work, thus incidentally supporting have given us such inspiring
in the tax bill of the provision for Brown's previous anti-labor history of us to enjoy. Yet we follow each
themselves in large part, while achieveme- ts as the building of the
and
his
viothe
participation
in
the publication of salaries over
other around and around, not know- thus free from fears and cares
lently
anti-New
world's largest bridges, in San
councils.
They
Deal
$15,000 a year. He said he was
ing where to begin to help our- about their sunset years.
Francisco, prove the possible ty of
very, very sorry that the provision saw in the reports an attempt by selves.
Modern machinery in mass pro- new victories of science and peace,
was left out and that he considers management to dissuade employes
Fram radios and newspapers
duction would make this light la- beyond the imagination of o--!y a
private office, as well as public from union organization.
comes beautiful phrases and slobor a pastime rattier than a bur- few years ago.
It is not expected that the manoffice, to be a public trust.
gans intended to inspire heavenly den. The
retirement premiums from
agement will be entirely candid
And finally, the modern proviHe said that a stockholder
feelings, but which bring no pracdues paying members of the or- sion for old age pension under the
with its employes in the matter of
theoretically has the right to ask
tical advantages to any human
ganizations would thus be conserv- state law, through industrial precompany profits nor in the matter
what the salary of the corporabeings.
of possible wage increases. The
ed largely in productive land and miums, will make it possible for
tion president is and that he saw
You and others are members of equipment, together with housing
tenor of the reports to employes,
these members, retired from 50
no reason why the public should
it is believed, will emphasize the fraternities, unions, American Le- facilities for the retiring members. years of age and upward by this
not have the same information.
value of the existing relationship gion Posts, Veterans of Foreign
Fraternal Retirement Fund, to be
FAVORABLE REACTION
He pointed out that until a conWars, churches, and other mass
and decry any changes.
Every member retired from in- entirely retired at 65 and thus regreesional investigation brought
groups. Let each of these organizadustry makes room for employment moved from dependence upon the
out that Eugene Grace, president
tions set up a "Retirement Fund,"
of younger members in ordinary fund. Other younger members may
of Bethlehem Steel, was receiv- S. F. CONFERENCE WILL
into which 25 cents a member per
industries—a
patriotic service and then be selected as desired to ocSTUDY LABOR DEFENSE month can be set aside, take 10
ing $1,000,000 a year in salary
one which will react favorably on cupy the available places.
and bonuses the public knew nocents from general dues and add
A state-wide conference in deour country's prosperity.
As the older members retire, the
thing about it. A wave of indiga 15 cent charge per month to each
younger men step into industry;
Retirement can be arranged
national swept over the country fense of civil rights and for aid to member.
following the system for jury. se- the economic foundation for a home
when the fact was disclosed, he labor-political prisoners will be
Unions will retire members
held in San Francisco by the Interlection, drawing one or more of is laid, and our daughters as well
said.
from 50 years up. As soon as the
the members at a time from the as our sons enter a .new security;
In discussing further his objec- national Labor Defense April 23
machinery and the committees
group of those eligible. As pro- the family life is stabilized and
tives the President referred to a and 24 at the I. W. 0, Hall, 136
begin to function. This will be
Valencia
street.
jects are developed and openings strengthened. What can give the
statement he made on June 7, 1935.
Discussion will feature the pro- possible because the dues will be
At that time he declared, "The
are available, additional selection loving parents greater joy, as their
tection
of civil rights and liberties coming in regularly. Fraternal
children reach adult years, than to
can be made.
social objective, I should say, reand other orders might retire
labor
of
and
the
of
people;
legislaknow that the economic world is
mains just what it was, which is
Why retire members on farms
members after five years In the
adjusted that father and son
so
to do what any honest government tion in the interest of labor; and
Beindustrial
communities?
and in
organization.
need re longer compete for the
of any country would do, to try to relief and aid to people jailed for
cause from earliest years in kinAs the "Retirement Funds" inthat with jobs enough for
increase the security and happiness their activity in economic and podergarten and, day schools we are job, and
of a larger number of people in all litical struggles in behalf of labor. crease, they can be peeled for pur- accustomed to association in group all the men,-the women can confiqueenship of the
occupations of life and in all parts
activities. No one wants to be iso- dently enter the
of the country; to give them more
lated from congenial associations. home.
of the good things of life; to give
There you have the proposal.
In high schools, colleges, universithem a greater distribution, not
ties, mass organizations, minions, Other details are of minor imporonly of wealth in the narrow terms
In the interests of the solidarity of all maritime
churches, dances, football games, tance. Here is your chance to
but of wealth in the wider terms;
workers of the Pacific Coast, the "Voice of the Fedraces, and so on, we are used to bring prosperity of a democratic
to give them places to go in the
country.
crowd activities.
eration" appeals to you and your union for full supsummer time—recreation; to give
union of farm and factory
The
Appoint yourself as a committee
port and co-operation.
them assurance that they are not
life in small unit communities will of one to bring it to the attention
going to starve in their old age; to
be not only congenial to health of your organization.
You are urged to appeal to your union to order as
give honest business a chance to
enjoyment, but will actually
and
many copies each as can be used to advantage. You
go ahead and make a reasonable
prolone life and usefulness.
are urged to appeal to your union to increase present
profit and to give every one a
We have so much available land
bundle order, to pay bills promptly and to try to get
chance to make a living."
for such a purpose that to settle
merchants to advertise in the "Voice."
five million members from all organizations in such retirement proNEW YORK (FP)—The attemptjects will not make a noticeable ed lockout here of 6,000 taxi drivrestriction in farming land, while ers, 'members of the Transport
Single Bundles:
it will certainly make a tremendous Workers Union, continued to crumWASHINGTON (FP) — Support
At Rate of 4e per copyadvance in the care of the aged ble as three more companies affiliof Torn Kennedy, secretary-treasur.
and provision for employment of ated with the Sunshine Radio and
25
$ 1.00
er of the United Mine Workers, in
younger men.
Atlas-Liberty systems announced
50
2.00
his race for the governorship of
This retirement plan will give that they would abide by their
Pennsylvania was announced here
added incentive to increase and union contracts, in violation of
2c per copy1
At Rate of 3/
by Sen. Joseph Guffey (D, Pa.)
100
$ 3.50
regularity in union membership. which the lockout was called. Earfor years leader of the state's DeOlder crasmen will be particular- lier nine other companies had bro150
5.25
mocratic forces.
ly valuaele in directine and devel- ken the lockout front. Locked-out
200
7.00
Kennedy entered the race for the
oping housing, industrial and farm- members of the union are being
250
8.75
Democratic nomination after maing projects. Each union and fra- placed with other companies.
300
10.50
chine politicians attempted to keep
ternal and other order will be stimhim off the slate. He will attempt
Attend your Union Meeting
400
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To Bring Real Security
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Taxi Driver Defeat
Lockout in N.Y.Move

Guffey To Support
Kennedy For Office

BUNDLE SUBSCRIPTIONS

•
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Guffey's support for Kennedy
was viewed here as being highly
important for Guffey supposedly
controls the state Democratic machine despite defections of some
of his lieutenants.
lined if signs of a wage cut become clearer. The delegates may
be joined by similar representatives from Chrysler plants, for
whom a new agreement is now being negotiated in Detroit.
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WHITNEY EMBEZZLEMENT
STRENGTHEN SECURITIES
COMMISSION IN WALL S
By ELIOT JANEWAY
(Federated Press Financial Writer)
Wall Street will not soon get
over the Richard Whitney affair.
Street attitude was best reflected
by the broker who told me: "Every
time you look
at the ticker,
Whitney's
embezzlement has
gone up another
couple of hundred
thousand
dollars." A n d,
they are asking,
If you can't trust
a Whitney not
to forge his'
n a m e,
wife's
whom can you Eliot Janeway
trust?

indicate what it wants done; no
one can stand out against it. Ar
the first thing it can do is to formulate legislation to deflate the infl
ence of Stock Exchange developments upon the course of gener. •
business and employment.
Meanwhile, whatever talk the 7
has been of a "strike" of capital =
being richly justified by the action_
of the railroads. When the carrie
went before the Interstate Commerce Commission a few mont
ago in quest of a 15% freight increase, this column branded this
a request for a public subsidy, an'
said that a 15% freight increa•e
would be no more than a sop s
roads which will be sick until they
undergo drastic reorganization at
a stiff dose of the wringer.

General feeling in financial circles is that 'Whitney resorted to
embezzlement after very heavy
speculations in the market had
gone sour, costing him huge
amounts. According to this view,
he then sought to cover up his
losses in the well-known way. What
makes broker's particularly irate is
that he was reportedly embezzling
Stock Exchange funds—their own
money.

PAY CUT THREAT
Now that the roads have received
about half of the increase th• •
asked for—twice as much as they
deserved—they themselves are ea
ing the increase a sop. But ar:
they facing up to their fundarnent•1
disease of watered capital and o solescent equipment? They are not.
They have a new solution. The.:
want a wage cut. First freight increases to the tune of over $251
cuts to as
But the fact is that Whitney is 000,000, and then wage
they da as
$100,000,000
to
close
serving as a horrible object lesson
of what happens to brokers who ask for.
And meanwhile they have gone
plunge. And the more intelligent
hundred. •
among the trading fraternity are on "strike." They need
of
thousands
locomotives,
of
beginning to ponder the mission
thousande
of
tens
cars,
freight
&
Securities
the
of
usefulness
and
of tons of rails. These purchases
Exchange Commission.
must be made, and everyon .
of
kind
this
asking
are
They
that they will be made
knows
question: If the S. E. C. can put a
or not the roads pull ou
whether
the
if
manipulation,
stop to market
market can become a legitimate of the red.
But instead of making these pure
medium of investment instead of a
increase th
dignified pawn shop, maybe it is chases, which would
thousands of men
put
rate,
steel
save
can
it
maybe
justified, and
back to work, increase freight tra
the Street.
infie and thus make both freight
unnecessar
DEBATES INFLUENCE
cut
wage
creases and
spend a
Such questioning raises many the roads are refusing to
the ae
for
time
long arguments, but the fact is that cent. It is high
the ral to
attend
to
ministration
the
put
has
failure
Whitney
the
threatened to a S. E. C. at last into a completely 'roads as it has
strategic position. It has only to tend to the utilities.

Government Lines Bring
Electricity To Farmer
recent]:
WASHINGTON (FP).—In its annual report
. out
pointh
issued, the Rural Electrification Administration
in •i•
than
year
last
that it built more miles of power lines
41,8.7.
previous two years of existence. It constructedbringm
miles of power lines in the last fiscal year, thereby
its total to 53,063 miles. The REA
reports that 227,120 customers are
served by its projects, and of this
number 80 per cent are members
of cooperative associations.
John Carmody, administrator for
the REA, charged that in many
areas the private power companies
not only refuse to bring power to
the farmers but use every effort
to prevent the setting up of REA
co-ops.
The attitude of these companies may be summed up in•these

USED CARS $15 UP
50 BARGAINS—All Makes
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667 Valencia Street
MArket 2535
AUTO FACTS SALES
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LOW DOWN PAYMENTS
116 Valencia, next to
Auto Mechanics' Union
100% Union

50 CARS
Priced from $15 to $400
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UN. 9191

this
words, "We haven't served
serve .
area; we do not propose to
department
it; but we want the
serv
to prevent the farmers from
Carmody.
said
ing themselves,"
Many of the farmers now eetth
as.electricity for the first time
trying
serted that they had "been
even
get electricity for 5, 10 or
utilities.
years" from the private
thrown ue
Spite lines have been
the
by the private utilities to bar
far
to
power
bringing
REA from
REA
era in many areas. Since the
suPPleir ;
from
law
is barred by
already
power to areas that are
ha e
utilities
private
serviced, the
and
lines
strung up these dummy
f courts
the
then appealed to
injunctions against the REA.
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Consumer Protection
Gets Wider Powe
—Broad:•
WASHINGTON (FP)
made p°.
consumer protection was
adopted
Senate
sible here as the
Tv's e
Federal
amendments to the
firm
a
of
Act permitting citation
witho
for unfair trade practices
competition and
proof of unfair
Comm'
giving the Federal Trade
dielee
foods,
sion jurisdiction over
advert and cosmetics with false
lug prohibited.
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